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Applying the Project Principle

Young People's Projects

By Erwin L. Shaver

Here are six separate projects, each designed to cover a period of

three to four mcnths, and each a challenge to young people to think

through the problems of the Christian life

:

A CHRISTIAN'S LIFE WORK.
A project plan suggesting how Christian young people of high-

school and college age may be helped to find that form of life-work

to which they are best suited.

A CHRISTIAN'S RECREATION.
A project plan to guide yoimg people of high-school age and older in

the discovery and use of Christian types of recreation.

A CHRISTIAN'S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PRESS.
The object of this project program is to develop among young people

by group discussion and activity an intelligent and effective attitude

on the Christian level toward the public press.

CHRISTIAN WORLD-BUILDERS.
The aim of the program of activities offered here is to help young
people interpret and use the resources of the world in accordance

with the Christian purpose.

CHRISTIAN YOUNG PEOPLE AND WORLD-FRIENDSHIPS.
The activities of this program are designed to enlist young people in

the knowledge of and participation in missionary work of the world.

YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE CHURCH.
Suggested procedure for a unified program of educative activities

for young people with the aim of developing a more intelligent,

devoted, and active loyalty to the church.

Each project is bound in paper and is 60 cents, postpaid 65 cents. A
leader's guide with suggestions for the use of all the projects will be sent

free on request.

RIGHT LIVING. By Maurice J. Neuberg. A discussion for Boys
and Girls. Twenty-six problems and cases offering material dealing

specifically with problems of child-life. There is a teacher's manual
to accompany the text with directions and suggestions for the most
effective use of the lessons. Text in cloth $1.25, paper 75 cents, post-

tage 10 cents extra ; Teacher's Manual 75 cents, postpaid 80 cents.
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FRO^r sr.uAinER to waktxg

BY EDMUND XOBLE

THE uni\erse, organic nature and man included, is a system of

relations, of things connected, interdependent, helping to deter-

mine each other, and the efficient conduct of human life depends

largely on our knoAvledge of these relations as they exist and are

being developed. Nature works for relations from the electrons up,

first forming matter units, then compacting these into substances,

and finally giving rise to the material aggregates we call worlds,

many of them linked up into systems, all of them more or less inter-

related through gravitation. It is as a result of this process that

highly complex forms of matter arise on the earth, to culminate in

life : that plants and animals set up wathin themselves related struc-

tures and processes for carrying on self-maintenance, itself involv-

ing relations with the environment ; and that after man appears in-

dividuals enter into co-operative relations Avitli each other and much
looser relations are set up, first between tribes and finally between

nations.

Such constitutional relations as are involved by the natinx of

pov.'er undergo no suspension or disturbance. But after matter

arises from the ether there is ample scope for absolutism and rela-

tivism in varying degrees. There are "loose" material units every-

where in the universe going much their own way so far as other

units are concerned ; vast aggregates of matter, suns and nebulae,

are in process of being correlated into systems : perhaps, owing to

distance, some of these tendencies, always disturbed and delayed,

sometimes reversed, will remain in the making. Yet the same uni-

verse which is their home shows everywhere the march towards

relation, with the connections and interdependencies imposed, not

chosen. This is conspicuously the case in the non-living and lower
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organic realms ; it is also, if in less degree, the case with most of the

relations set between human beings, for men move into them more

by virtue of inherent tendencies than by plan aforethought. With-

out any striving towards an end consciously held in view the elab-

orate mechanisms of the living body were developed and organized

;

without conscious striving towards such an end the sensations were

differentiated into classes and each of them received its conceptual

name. Similarly unplanned in all languages were their parts of

speech and grammatical forms ; so the whole mechanism of knowl-

edge and intercourse was evolved without anything of the nature

of a progrrm followed out or an end consciously pursued to its

result. In like manner, our ancestors did not decide beforehand

that division of labor and social co-operation would be useful : they

moved into these adaptations as so many paths of least resistance,

rendered such bv the nature of the human organism and of the

conditions by which it was confronted.

But the merely dynamic drift towards balanced motions and

structures would have left evolution in its elementary stages. Beyond

the elementary requirements of life, the mechanisms for which are

imposed rather than chosen, there is the field of the thinking-out

process, the successful exploitation of which has always had and

must continue to have an enormous part in the promotion of human

welfare. ]\luch knowledge useful to man has been won without

zeal in the pursuit of it, yet by far the most important accjuisitions

of the human mind are the result of the quest which is rewarded

by conquest. And the advance of knowledge in all fields, especially

in that of science, has been from its earliest beginnings an advance

in the recognition, the comprehension and the utilization of relations.

Progress of this kind might well be called the master art : the more

man perfects himself in it the more will he be able to bend nature

to his will, to adjust himself to his kind, and -to increase the

sum of human welfare. But it must be an advance from

relations merely imposed to relations thought out and to that

extent originated. Hitherto this art has been practised in

progressive ways mainly by ihe thinkers, the discoverers and the

inventors. Men in the mass, so far as the conscious processes are

concerned, tend to "get along" with as few relations as possible and

with as little knowledge of relations as possible. To concrete situa-

tions imposed, in the narrower acquaintance with and manipulation

of things, they may show surprising alertness. Yet through it all

the absolute attitude dominates them. They are supremely con-
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cerned with the "here" and the "now," with the personahties and

events that touch them intimately, with the show and noise of that

part of the v orld in which their lot has been cast. They cling' stoutly

to things as thev are, with only a minimum of concern regarding

things as they might and ought to be. Lacking any adequate sense

of their relation to others in either past or present, lacking also in

knowledge of how they are related to life in general, these average

representatives of htmianity go on treating objects and events as

largely unconnected, as existing and as occurring in their own right,

as having an independent, a se!f-sourced value. The condition thus

described resembles that in which the individual occasionally finds

himself when meeting situations "absent mindedly." He enters a

room in search of something, only to realize, for a moment or two.

that his mind is not oriented on the object required. In a similar

condition, for a like brief interval, he finds that the newspaper head-

lines, easy as it is to read them, fail to communicate their meaning

value. So for a brief interval after arising from sleep the links

which connect him with life fail of renewal: it requires an effort to

adjust himself to the day's situation. And his return to it. as in all

the other cases, is an awakening from the slumber of absolutism to

the sense of relations.

Intellectual absolutisms—the taking of things as complete in

themselves—come out in most of our intellectual operations. The

names we give to objects im]~ily all sorts of relations, yet these are

not consciously recovered in our thought activities. We attend

only to ""face values." and never with such neglect of content as

when we pronounce gregariously such slogans as "truth." "equity,"

"justice." "freedom," "culture," and "democracy." Our neglect

or distortion of causal relations, with superstition furnishing the

chief example, is notorious. We find it convenient to think of

objects as being really "hot" or "cold." instead of being in different

degrees of molecular motion. ( )ur estimates of size depend mainly

on the objects with which we happen to be familiar: we call a sand

grain small, but how often do we contrast it with the electrons, mil-

lions of which go into the atom, itself invisible in our most power-

ful ultra-microscopes? A mountain is "big" for us, but what of

the star Antares. recently estimated to have a diameter of 400,000.-

000 miles? A man is "old" when he is 70 : a loaf is "old" when it

has been left a few days uncut. An American reverts for 50 or a

hundred years to something he calls old in his nation's life : a Euro-

pean expaiids the retrospect to 500 or a thousand : the historian's
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range is ten times greater, for the ethnologist "old" means the time

when the Cro-]\Iagnons lived in Europe 25.000 years ago. and the

student of geology looks back for his antiquity for a billion or more

years to the age in which the earth's crust was formed. [Meanwhile

the average man treats as matters of course the length of our day

and year and the regular recurrence of the seasons, nor would his

mental attitude towards "things as they are" be other than it is were

the day a n:onth long, the years extended to fifty or a hundred of

ours, and human lives proportionately lengthened out. And when
he disbelieves in evolution it is mainly because it has not, like the

making of a statue or the erection of a building, been an achieve-

ment before his eyes in the here and now, instead of a process

requiring countless millions of years.

Reasoning and relating are bound up together, and both are

largely swept aside by the absolute attitude. In this a prominent

place is held bv the individual's tendency to overestimating himself,

his immediate environment and the events that occur within it. That

sort of conceit, developing into group-egotism, has its most general

form in the thought of man as "the lord of creation"— in the pride

with which, ignoring the countless millions of other Avorlds. he

occupies and dominates what Flammarion has called "the microscop-

ical divisions of a little globule into several ant-hills." Its particu-

lar form gives us what we call "personality," and that avalanche

of autobiographies and "memoirs" which seems to grow in volume

with every passing year. Ours is an age when the flash of a ribbon

or the glow of a gown often counts more in the popular mind than

the wisest utterance of the past or the profoundest intellectual appeal

to the present. Of what value are these compared with the events

in which we are so eager to take part, from the last theatrical per-

formance oi "movie show" we attended to our share in the city's

reception of its latest incoming "celebrity?" Conversations have

become mostly of the "Dick. Tom, and Harry" type through inabil-

ity to concentrate on serious subjects, or for fear lest they might be

found disagreeable. Yet "smart" talking is still a recommendation:

one who can "rattle ofl:'" the few words he knows and the few

thoughts of which he is capable gets the estimation denied to those

of slower speech and richer intellectual resources. Compare the

lack of eiTect produced by a public discourse packed with ideas but

delivered minus oratorical adornments with the "whirlwind speech"

of some political candidate who knows how. by loudness of voice,

gesture and facial expression, to carry his audience "off its feet."
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All the while, on wheels or afoot, the citizen is kept alert to the

here and now by the billboards, the illuminated signs and the news-

papers. At home or abroad he is lavishly supplied with those use-

ful aids to his activities, the local "happenings.'' and they bulk large

in his imagination ; somebody, they remind him. is always doing

this, somebody always saying that. It matters not that a day later

he will have forgotten most of the news thus eagerly acquired.

IMorning and evening he must return again to the sources and again

relegate their yield to oblivion. Yet this "orgy of reading," as Fer-

rero has called it. with his thought on trashy books as well as on

the indispensable newspaper, goes on in every country that calls

itself civilized, involving far too many in what Schopenhauer de-

scribed as "the foolish habit of reading nothing but what has just

been printed.'' And wireless is another displayer of the here and

now which the average citizen cannot ignore if he is to enjoy, on

common footing \\ith his fellow men. the Ijenefits and wonders of

radio. Dav in and day out. week in and week out. flows the richly

freighted t'de of vibrations, some of it as musical performances,

much of it as addresses, speeches, harangues and "deliverances"

of all kinds, the bulk of them not in tune with the listener's mental

trends and yielding only occasional contributions to his intellectual

improvement.

At the beginning of egoism ond its vagaries, its blunders and its

disasters is the notion most men have that they "run" their own
bodies and are in that sense captains of their souls and masters of

their fate. Absolutism of the self—the view of it as unrelated, as

quasi-spontaneous rather than as originated independentlv of our

conscious utilization and guidance of it—comes out in the prompt-

ings of all sorts to which we yield as if they were chosen rather

than imposed. Appetites, impulses, emotions, are all of them ideal-

izations of -what can be traced to physically organic causes ; pleasure

and pain are just as certainly founded on physical processes which

have undergone that kind of transformation. Yet we treat these

lures and d\'=suasives as the reality and fail even more profoundly

in our subservience to them. A view taking relations into account

for any given situation would "look before and after," with ponder-

ing over past experience and alertness to possible consequences. But

the absolutist treats the "now" condition as the proljlem in its en-

tirety, and reacts in ways of which his more deliberate judgment
would disprove. Hence the yielding to moods of despondency, the

loose rein given to affections and resentments : hence anger, hastv
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words, quarrels and violence itself. Anti-social conduct of all kinds,

whether due to temporary lapses or habitually persisted in, has the

same failure at its root : all around us we see individuals who break

loose, "run wild," treat themselves as absolutes, as unrelated, and

thus make work for the criminal courts, the penitentiaries and the

goals. And it is due to the milder yet not less serious form of the

ego attitude that we have the "population problem" on our hands,

and that social reformers are calling in eugenics to improve the

quality of the race and safeguard future generations.

Observe, also, how concentration on individual interests takes

effect whei it is widened out to solidarity with a group or class.

Men of a particular calling usually see things from its particular

point of view or "frame of reference." Each has a special outlook

on the world derived from the ways in which he "gets his living"

in it, upon the people with whom he must associate, and upon the

general influences that reach him within his occupation. The pro-

fessions may be said to lead in this form of introspection, as illus-

trated by the lawyer, constantly dealing with clients and committed

to more or less of court practice ; the educator, whose problems are

those of pedagogy: the legislator, zealous in prescribing metes and

bounds ; the physician, engaged in the fight against disease ; the

clergyman, campaigning in the interest of spiritual health : and by

every type of specialist, from the engineer who builds a bridge to

the biologist who dips down to the chromosomes for the secret of

heredity. It is only here and there that such workers as these suc-

ceed, by use of the relating faculty, in relegating their vocation to

its proper place in the scheme of things—only rarely that the trying

demands of a profession give them either desire or leisure to

strengthen their grasp of it with a really "all-round" view. For

them, as for all kinds of toilers, from the floor-walker to the bank

clerk, from the farm laborer to the factory "hand," there are spe-

cial "atmospheres" to be reckoned with, under the influence of

which the so-called "occupational complex" is developed.. Dissolve

this complex, and there would still remain the "group psychology"

under the urge of which the individual so often, in his sense of rela-

tion to the crowd, allows himself to ignore those larger duties of

relation which he owes to society as a whole.

A like concentration on the self and the self-group, on its con-

ditions and experiences, is observable in the domain of religion. As

many young people are led to take up the occupations of their

fathers, so many adopt unquestioningly the creeds and the church
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afifiliatioiis of the families into which tliev are l)orn. Race determi-

nations influence men's attitude towards rehgion profoundly. The
Occident is mainly Christian : the Orient goes its own way, and,

despite the efforts of missionaries, the chances of "the twain" ever

meeting are still remote. And there are divisions within the divi-

sions that separate East from West— Buddhism, Confucianism and
Taoism in China : lluddhism, Rrahmanism, Mshnuism and Tainism

among the Hindus, Zc-oastrianism in India and Persia, and Moham-
medanism throughout Islam. Even in the Occident the worship-
pers, though avowedly Christian, split u]) into denominations the

points of dift'erence between which resist all attempts at unification.

"Exchanges of pulpits" from time to time show the underlying one-

ness of the religious attitude, yet the dift'erences of special creed

and ceremonial survive. Shall there be an altar in the church, with
an elaborate background of sacred objects and symbols, or a plainly

furnished platform fn^m which the service is directed? Must the

preacher come forward in simj)lc civilian attire and unattended, or

clothed in glittering vestments snd ushered in by a procession of

cross-bearers chanting as thev go? Will speaking and ^mging suf-

fice, or must the congregation receive some stereotyped formula
read out from the pulpit widi equally stereotyped responses of its

own!* Shall the sermon be limited to religious themes, or is the

exhorter at liberty to branch out into other fields, taking up for

comment any topic which happens to be uppermost in the public

mind ': Whatever answers to such questions mav be forthcomino",

each denomination clings to its own self-group attitude, sometimes
holding its servants to loyalty by the threat of the heresy trial, far

less fref|uently prefiguring the danger of eternal torment to those

who ])ersist in belonging to some other fold.

.\bsoluti!-m may also be observed in the political churches, and
it arises out of the same failure to relate. In manv respects party

politics are kept up as purely divisive expedients, with no substan-

tial dift'erence behind them : as James Bryce wrote, "each partv
pummels, not its true enemy, but a stuffed fietire set up to repre-

sent that enemy." As a rule that has scarcely anv exceptions, the

program of the one political denomination is hateful to the other.

If hard times come, whether in business, industrv, commerce, or

])olitics, it is "the party in power" which is held responsible. "Our
party" is always absolutely right, and the "other party" just as

absolutely wrong. Slogans sound out during election campaigns

pervaded with the same self-group consciousness of wn'sdom and
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right. Each of the parties spreads abroad the scroll of its achieve-

ments for the admiration of the country, yet in the same record

the opposing party finds the evidence of blundering, of incompe-

tence, even of fraud itself. In every political contest, as well as in

all preparations for it, there are "blocs." "rings." and bosses to in-

fluence and direct the work of the "machine." Even after a deci-

sion has been reached at the polls, narrow insistence on particular

policies, interested opposition to other policies, follow the success-

ful side all through its exercise of power. It is true that no practi-

cal substitute for government by parties has yet been found—true

also that no successful attempt has been made to modify the prin-

ciple of majority rule. Yet there is nothing in the political system

which should prevent the compromises which sanity requires, and

nothing in party government which can justify the enthronement

of the ego-group prejudice at the cost of reason itself.

Failure to relate, the take-it-for-granted attitude, a deeply rooted

disposition to found judgment and action on the things of the here

and now, all these go far to explain the wastes and failures of

business, the clashes between capital and labor, the shortcomings

and over-doings of legislation, the inturned policies which the nations

pursue towards each other. Our neighborhood, town or city is nat-

urally the chief concern : unless business or other personal interests

impel us we trouble ourselves, little about other communities, and

less in the degree that distance separates us from them. The nation

itself may be neglected save as the doings of some particular gov-

ernment affect our lot. There is much thinking, as Prof. E. A. Ross

phrased it, in terms of the section instead of in those of the coun-

try. Each of the countries continues to concentrate on the "here"

of its position in the ])lanet, and to busy itself, outside trade and

travel, as little as possible, at least while peace conditions prevail,

with the "theres" of the other coimtries. Great occasions, such as

the need of help after some catastrophe, or the call- for recruits in

some military campaign, do occasionally rouse us to the existence

of an outside world. But how often, apart from such experiences,

does that world, whose doings influence us for good or evil in thou-

sands of ways, enter into our thinking as a factor to be reckoned

with?' Mosi of us know no more of its great countries and teem-

ing populations than the glimpse of them to be obtained in news-

papers or books, or from the rare and distant contacts we make

with "foreigners within our gates," themselves living more or less

isolated lives in the colonies which thev form. Even when the
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privileges of foreign travel are open to us our ignorance of foreign

tongues usually bars us out from direct speaking acquaintance with

the peoples visited. By steanier and railroad we are flashed from
country to country, from capital to capital, from art treasure to

natural wonder; we return home with our emotional nature stimu-

lated by a flood of agreeable impressions, but with little of the intel-

lectual awakening that should have been ours. Is it strange, taking

all these shortcomings and deprivations into account, that man's

failure in the sense of relation should so fref|uentlv range the peo-

ples \\ho belong together into mutually hostile camps, and that the

pugnacity of the ego, as ready for a public prize-fight as for a per-

sonal quarrel, should need only the occasion to expand into the

collective and culminating absolutism of war?

It is a long road from slumber to waking. Man has been on

the way since the first babblings of human speech, and the goal is

yet far from being in sight. But progress has been made, progress

is still in the making, and its rate may be accelerated if only the

resources available are utilized and the optimism needed for the

eftort held at sufficiently high tide. Self must be cared for. Atten-

tion is needed to the here and now. r)ur first duty is to orient our-

selves efficiently among the objects and events of our surrounding

—to be alert to the concrete and immediate in whatever way or

shape thev may present themselves. There must be interest, and

much of it, in the town and city, in the province or state, if those

divisions of the larger community are to prosper : the nation itself

needs to be buttressed in the afifections of its people, or it will be

like the house built upon sand. But these elementary requirements

of sane living in no way interfere with the wider outlook, and are

not likely to be fulfilled to advantage without it. Perceived or un-

perceived, subtly or obviously, the absolutist attitude defeats its

own ends by depriving those submerged in it of the beneficial reac-

tions that flow in from due recognition of the relational verities near

and remote. There is no reason why the indispensable interest in

self, in the community, in the nation, should not go hand in hand

with the wider iterests in whi«:h they are inextricably bound up—no

reason why egoism, "little-townism." provincialism, even patriotism,

should not accept the enlargement that awaits them from recogni-

tion of likeness where the narrower outlook puts onlv difiference,

and of unity where absolutism sees only division. Sense needs to

be brought more and more under the control of mind for the due

ordering of ego and ego-group impulses, for the elimination of the
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take-it-for-granted attitude, for the substitution of the view of

things and events as self-sourced, with only their "face-value" con-

sidered, by the view of them as system-sourced, with attention to

their time-and-space values. Supremely important and insistently

called for is an alertness to relations such as shall bring in the

there for the comprehension of the here, the past for the illumina-

tion of the present, the now and the then, the here and the yonder,

for guidance in our venturings towards the future. If science could

do its marvellous work through relations discovered and utilized,

why should not human life benefit by an ampler realization of them

in its own sphere, thus aiding the individual to more helpful contact

with his fellows, promoting harmony and co-operation between com-

munities, and ending the slumber which still keeps the nations apart

—ending it by the method Goethe must have had in mind when in

"Faust" he stressed the relations that prevail in a universe which is

made up of relations?

Wie alles sich zum Ganzen webt

—

Eins in dem Andern wirkt und lebt

!



MELANCHOLY IX VERGIL

BY ARTHUR LESLIE KEITH

MELANCHOLY seems to be almost an essential element of

enduring greatness. It is found in al! the worl'I'b greatest

writers. The conditions of writing and the themes may vary but

unless some serious thought emerges born out of the travail of bit-

ter experience and of sober contemplation, the work is alreadv con-

demned to a brief existence. It is less apparent in sime writers

than in others. But even beneath the surface gaiety of ]»*Iark Twain

there runs a deep vein of pensive melancholy. Or in so distant a

poet as Homer, whose keen zest for life and action has often been

noted, there is a strong undercurrent of sad misgivings for the lot

of mankind. And so with the foremost Latin poet, the best repre-

sentative of what was worthy in Rome, melancholy is generally

regarded as an outstanding characteristic. Tennyson epitomizes the

general feeling when he speaks of X'ergil as '"majestic in his sadness

at the doubtful doom of human kind." Remove this quality from

his poetry and the heart of \'ergil is lost. It is no accidental trait

but is deep and abiding in the very nature of the poet and man, and

the emphasis is as much upon the man as upon the poet. If \^ergil

had not been so human, his poetry would have been less melancholy.

Insofar as a poet's emotions are the result of physical causes,

we may account for Vergil's majestic sadness by relating it to en-

vironment and heredity. Of the latter, we may only conjecture, but

the conjecture has the appearanc eof plausibility. \^ergil came from

that part of Italy where Italian and Celt met. In the generations

that preceded him it would be very strange indeed if two diverse

strains had not entered his blood. Two contrary natures were con-

stantly fighting within him for mastery. In some degree the same
struggle is being waged within each of us but through habit, conven-

tion, or discipline, for most of us the conflict has become stabilized.
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But Vergil was one of those sonls for whom the internal warring

never ceased. In his case it was not a clash of depravity with spir-

itualness bnt nonetheless the clash was there. The Italian instinct

for law and order sought to conquer the Celtic love of personal

freedom. It is probably not going too far to say that a Celtic sense

of mystic beauty engaged in conflict with the more rational Italian

mood. In disposition he was pliant. His patron or the emperor

bids him to write on a certain theme and his sense of obedience in-

herited from Italian ancestors compels him even against his inclina-

tion to make the attempt. Then, as with his Dido, because of some-

thing within him which he had inherited from a Celtic ancestor, he

produces a character out of conformity with the conventions of his

theme. Vergil constantly felt the pull of two opposing forces. His

heart and mind were forever insisting on going by different roads.

and the farther these paths diverged, the deeper grew the melan-

choly.

Environment merely emphasized his inherited tendencies. He
was content with his native Italy. He did not need to travel abroad

to learn that the land of the Medes with its boundless forests, the

beautiful Ganges and the Hermus, turbid with gold, were no match

for the merits of Italy. Here was the land of constant spring, and

the summer was not confined to its own months : the land of fruits

and wine, cf olives and prosperous herds : the land of noble cities

and of rivers flowing past ancient walls. X'ergil was one of the

fortunate who loved the rural gods. Pan and the aged Silvanus, and

the sister nymphs. If this were all that environment contained

there would be no room for melancholy. But there were other ele-

ments involved. Even less susceptible souls than Vergil were pro-

foundly stirred by the events of his day. Perhaps no other age has

witnessed so tremendous transformations. Out of countless vicissi-

tudes a world empire was emerging. The way to the triumph of the

imperial policies was strewn with the wreck of private fortunes.

Thousands of Rome's elite .md of the Italian strength lost their

lives in struggles the meaning of whicli they did not understand.

Vergil's personal loss, which seems to have been of a minor sort,

was made oood by Octavian. But his nature was most susceptible

and the loss of his paternal acres may have meant more to him than

it would have to others. ]\Ioie probably it served as a type of the

experiences which he lamented as too nearly universal. In the first

Eclogue tlie note of joy over his restoration has a strong undertone

of sorrow for those who were less fortiuiate. The last line of this
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Eclogue \\ith its reference to the deep shadows falling from the lofty

mountains seems almost pro]:ihetic of the poet"s underlying mel-

ancholy. \'ergil took no active part in the great movements that

rocked the Italian peninsula lo its foundations Tliis may liavc hcen

partly due to his health, which was never good, hut far more likely

it was due to his inclination. The plan of the Aeneid proves that

he had at last caught a glimpse of the real significance of the con-

summated event, hut in the struggle leading to the culmination, he

had no share. Rv })reference his task was contemplation, such as

his deeply ])oetical nature was capahle of, rather than participation.

Such forces do not fully explain hut suggest influences acting

upon A'^ergil's view of life. We shall next see how this attitude

reacted UDon various pliases of his thought and poetry.

Hie melancholy of many poets may be resolved into a considera-

tion of the transitoriness of life and the certainty of death. This

kind of melancholy marks much of the poetry of Horace, A'ergil's

friend and contemporary. Xor is it entirely absent from A'ergil's

poetry, though it is treated in quite a diilerent way. Horace recog-

nizing the inevitableness of death calls for the wine and ointment

and the too brief flowers of the lovely rose that while life lasts it

may be lived to the full. Frequently he dwells with sweet and

pensive melancholy upon the swift approach of death's dark hour,

and in his characteristic mood he sees in it only a warning to enjoy

the present moment. A'ergil's attitude is shown best by words which

he places in the mouth of Jupiter: "Each has his own appointed

day. Brief and irrevocable is the span of life to all. But to extend

one's fame by his deeds, this is the task of merit." This feeling

is exactly illustrated by the death of the youthful Xisus and Eury-

alus. Death in their case is placida, kindly, and is not without its

compensation: "Oh fortunate, both! If my songs have any power,

an ever-mindful age shall retain your memory, even so long as the

house of .\eneas dwells near the unchanging rock of the Capitol,

and a Roman father rules the empire." The possessive pronoun,

uiea, makes this passage so warmly personal. The poet does not

often thrust himself thus into the story. Eor that reason we can

not doubt that these words represent the inmost conviction of

the poet. The melancholy is there but there is also something about

their deed that has lifted it to a higher plane than mere sorrow. It

is that Roman principle of conduct symbolized in the unchanging

rock of the Capitol. Death does not mean despair. Aeneas bids a last

farewell to the slain Pallas and straightway goes to take his part
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in the battle of life. He does not lose himself in unmanly grief

but rather finds in loss a call to duty even though he knows that

he is to meet- with other sorrows. Death is always a reminder

of life and its duties. Aeneas may find life bu.rdensome but suicide

is the last thing in his though^ts. Though \'ergil sympathizes deeply

with Dido he probably regarded her as outside the Roman sphere

of proprien- when he makes her take her own life.

But it would be impossible for X^rgil's susceptible mind to re-

sist altogether thoughts on other phases of death. These thoughts

may have been partly due to his philosophical interests or merely

to the natural curiosity within every thinking person. They break-

in at unexpected moments. A reference to the breeding of horses

suggests the transitoriness of life: "For wretched mortals it is

always the fairest day that first departs ; then enter age and toil

and stern ruthless death." It is just a passing thought and no

more and the interrupted theme is resumed.

But the sixth book of the Aeneid leads the poet straight into

the realms of death. It is difficult to say how willingly he approached

this more formal treatment of a melancholy subject. Perhaps here

as often elsewhere he yielded to a feeling of compulsion based upon

rhetorical needs and upon literary conventions. Odysseus had

made the journey to Hades. The hero of the Roman epic could

hardly do less. Furthermore, the setting is prepared from which

Anchises may show to Aeneas the souls of the unborn heroes of

Roman history and it is not easy to see how this history could be

revealed in any other way than by some such device as this. The
theme gives A ergil the o])portunity of illustrating certain phases

of his philosophic thought. But aside from all those considerations,

Vergil's characteristic mood is everywhere exhibited. There is

every sign that willingly or unwillingly he had brooded long and

deeply ovr the mystery of death and that his melancholy was deep-

ened because he could find no adequate solution. He but voices a

universal sadness when he describes the irrevocableness of death

:

"Easy is the descent to Avernus, day and night the door of dark

Pluto stands open, but to return and to escape to the upper air, this

is the task, this, the labor." The inhabitants of Hades would fain

depart l)ut fate opposes and the gloomy lake with its loveless waters

prevents. Darkness invests the entire region. This darkness of

itself would create the atmosphere of death. Tt seems to haunt the

poet's mind and again and again sable melancholy touches his de-

scri])tion. The very entrance is enck^iscd by a dark pool and by the
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shadows of the forest. Aeneas and the Sibyl make their way through

the darkness under the lonely night.

Ibant obscuri sola sub nocte per umbram (Aen. \'l. 268).

just as one journeys in the forests by the scanty light of the fitful

moon when Jupiter has hidden the sky in darkness and the murky

night has stolen away the hue of objects. With what gloomy feel-

ings is such a journey associated! Every single object shares in the

darkness. The hydra has dark, cavernous mouths. Charon's boat is

dusky, the habitations are unvisited by the sun. and even the spacious

fields of Elysium, in spite of their general brightness, are regions

of mist. Silence accompanies the darkness. The perpetual night

is lonely. The grove is still. Even the council called to give advice

consists of silent spirits. The region and its associations are hide-

ously ugly. The entrance into Hades is repulsive with its yawning

chasm of jagged rock and gloomy waters and wood. At the vesti-

bule sit ominously the terrible forms of all hateful conditions asso-

ciated with the sufi'ering and death of man. grief, care, pale diseases,

morose old age. fear, hunger, want, and death itself. Monstrous

shapes of Greek mythology are present. Acheron seethes with muddy

water. Charon, the grim ferryman, adds to the prevailing gloom

with his filth, his unkempt beard, and his vile garments. The poet

leaves nothing undone in order to create the impression of the sheer

awfulness of death. But the doubtful doom of all mankind is not

utterlv desperate. Out of the general gloom of the nether regions

A'ergil finds one spot serene. Irlere are the happy abodes, the lovely

groves, and the homes of the blest. Here a more expansive air with

a purple glow embraces the fields. Instead of the foul smells of

Hades, there is the fragrance of the laurel, instead of the raging

river of fire there is the beautiful Eridanus, instead of darkness we

see the purple light, the snowy fillets, and the gleaming fields. In

these regions dwell the souls of the unborn who are destined to

make Rome great in the future ages. It is a realm of hope instead

of despair. Perhaps it is only one hope, one gleam of brightness,

like the golden branch in the dark and boundless forest, but it is

enough to save the poet from the charge of utter pessimism.

In a somewhat different way the same gentle melancholy invests

the ugly fact of death with a tenderness and beauty that make us

forget death's horror. Two such instances, even if there were no

others, are sufficient to show this mood : Euryalus dies, '"Just as

when a purple flower, cut down by the plough, languishes in death.
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or as the poppy with weary neck droops its head when by chance it

is burdened with the rain." Again, to describe the death of the

youthful Pallas : "Just as the flower of tender hyacinth, by maiden

finger plucked, whose splendor has not yet departed nor yet its

grace, though no longer does mother earth nourish it or lend it

strength." Perhaps nowhere else in literature or art has death been

represented so delicately and tenderly as in these two similes. It

seems impossible for the poet to have ex])ressed himself so beauti-

fully if he had seen only death's ugliness.

From death we pass to the consideration of fate or destiny. Since

fate frequently involved death, by an easy metonymy it is often

used as the equivalent of death or destruction. In this aspect fate

is terrible and inexorable. There is, however, another aspect of

fate which is perhaps the dominant element of the Aeneid. This

relates to tiie fortunes of imperial Rome. From the beginning to

the end the reader feel? himself under the spell of an unseen but

purposeful power, called Fate or Destiny, which guides men and

events to one distant consummation which w^as then being realized

in the establishment of Augustus upon the imperial throne. In all

the vicissitudes of Roman history, A-'ergil writing under the benefi-

cent reign of Augustus could now see the hand of an intelligent and

farseeing Fate. In the memorable scene of the first book Jupiter

reassures A'enus that the fates of her people remain unchanged.

Then he reveals the secrets of the fates and shows her the triumph

of Roman liistory, that to the toga-clad race has been assigned no

goal or season of power but that they are to be the lords of the

world. The cruel ages shall grow mild and wars shall be laid aside.

It is the same destined greatness with its promise of final peace

that dominates the revelation of Anchises to Aeneas in the sixth

book. Fate has already planned the greatness of Rome through a

long line of heroes the culmination of whom is Augustus Caesar

who will restore the golden ages in lands once ruled by Saturn. It

is this historical idea prevailing through the entire poem that pre-

vents Fate from becoming a sullen and unlovable force. vShe per-

mits evil and hardship to exist in the world but in the face of an

expected or consimimated triumph it may be a pleasure to recall

these hardships. Certainly, the toil and pain have been present but

the poet does not give way for any length of time to fruitless lamen-

tations. Once more the melancholy is not without hope. True, it is

a depressing thought that man is so circumscribed in his freedom

In' a Fate which leaves so little to his own volition. It is a ]:)athetic
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cry. often heard in the Aeneid, that one is doing this thing not of

his own accord. ^Fore often still the feeling of helplessness is pres-

ent even when not expressed. Bnt A'ergil at least offers the begin-

ning of a happier feeling. To a limited degree man is the master of

his own fortunes. He can put his will in accord with that of the

fates. And Jupiter himself declares that upon each man's own ini-

tiative shall depend his toil and his fortune

:

sua cuique exorsa laborem

fortunamque fcrent. (Aen. X., 111-8).

From the fates it is an easy transition to the gods. Did A'ergil's

belief in the gods or lack of belief in them contribute to his mel-

ancholy mood? Doubt lies at the basis of much of the world's pes-

simism. The world in which A'ergil moved had lost faith in the

old religion, and to this one source may be traced much of the mel-

ancholv and unhappiness of the age. Did \"ergil share in the gen-

eral pessimism? An unequivocal reply can not be given. A'ergil's

religious views were composite and not altogether consistent. But

as much may be said of manv others. AMth the precise nature of

his belief we are not now concerned. But whatever the origin of

the gods. Avhether they were of the Olympian dynasty of Homer,

or the Italia •! abstractions, or local deities, \'ergil seems to have

been complaisant enough to have accepted all. ^lore firmly founded,

however, was his belief in the existence of a spiritual kingdom, and

to some extent, hard to define, the whole machinery of gods may
have only symbolized this belief. This thought seems to be present

in the question Nisus puts to Eurvalus : "Do the gods give to our

minds this fer^-or or is each one's own desire his god?" Occasion-

ally he seems to doubt the existence of the gods as when in moments
of despondency he implores their aid. "if there are any divinities

that respect the pious, if there is any piety in heaven, if ancient

piety regards human suft'erings." Or admitting their existence he

asks as if in wonder,

Tantaene animis caelestibus irae?

"Can heavenly minds be so enraged ?" It is with a sad and resigned,

not doubting, heart that he m.arks the death of Rhipeus, a man most

just and observant of the right. But neither A^ergil's nor Job's

faith is to be impugned on the basis of such utterances. They are

but passing phases of the poet's thought. A'ergil's faith in the

gods was on the one hand probably as simple and naive as that of
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F.vandei" who thus describes the sacred grove to Aeneas: "This

grove." said he, "this hill with its tree-covered summit a god in-

habits (what god, we know not), but the Arcadians believe they

have here seen Jupiter himself." In like manner. A'ergil had a

simple faith in the existence of a divine power but the name of this

god mav easilv have been to liim a matter of indifference. He
seems inclined to accejit the common report, whether it is Jupiter

or another. C)n the other hand, A'ergil. speaking for himself, might

have expressed himself more philosophically but it would have been

to the same effect. Blessed is he who knows the simple rustic gods.

Scepticism and agnosticism did not touch A'ergil. The behavior of

the gods toward man was certainly no important source of his

melancholy.

Did natme's processes awakeii in A'ergil any feeling of sadness?

Here again the answer is mixed. We keep in mind A'ergil's suscep-

tibilitv. Xo ])hiloso{)hy c(nild drown for him a voice from nature's

heart. T doubt, however, if what has been called the most note-

wc^rthy line in A'ergil.

sunt lacrimae rerum et mentem mortalia tangunt.

which has been interpreted by some as referring to the tears of the

un.i\erse, is to be thus understood. The situation there calls for

something else.

But in the famous philosophical exposition of the sixth book,

in what appears to be one of the poet's most serious utterances,

the entire universe is endowed with a s])irit and an intelligence, dis-

tributed throughout its parts, while from the admixture of sluggish

bodies with this spirit rise fears and desires and griefs and pleas-

ures. In all these moods \'ergil shared. He did not with Stoic

indifference reject the melancholy promptings. The image of the

stricken deer aside from its j^ropriety in describing the love-smitten

Dido, suggests a heart that Had brooded over the tragic condition of

animal life. This tenderness renders a])propriate the image of the

languishing flower to represent the slain Euryalus or Pallas. His

sympathy is very much like that of Burns toward the frightened

mouse. In a dift'erent way the simile of the leaves ]iroduces the

same eft'ect : "As many as the leaves that glide and fall in the first

chill of autumn." We see more than the recognition by the poet

of the pitiful fate of the ghosts in Hades. The simile furnishes

more than a suggestion that \>rgil was impressed by the coming of

nielanchiilv flavs. the saddest of the year. It is but a step farther
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to ascribe to nature the same feelings which he experienced. So

when .\llecto sounds the battle-cry the whole grove resounded, the

lakes and rivers far awav heard the cry. and frightened mothers

pressed their babes to their bosoms. The woods and waters seem

to respond as readily as the mothers, and the poet probably felt,

imconsciouslv. it may be. that capacity for sympathy belonged to

both. Again, the grove of Angitia, Fucinus with its crystal waters,

and the lit|r,i(l lakes wept over a fallen hero. Many such instances

might be cited to show that A'ergil sensed the sorrows of the uni-

verse and that man and nature alike shared in them.

But there is another side to this picture. Xature was not always

melancholv. Particularlv. \'ergil drew a pleasure from the woods:

"Pallas may cherish the cities which she herself has built : but as

for me. mav the woofls above all else be mv delight." A'ergil's fre-

quent references t(^ th;' woo^is are sufficient to prove that he was

familiar with tlu'm and loved them for the ha])piness that they

offered. \'ergil did not go forth under the open skv. as Ih^vant did.

to listen to nature's teaching m (^rder to find there a consolation

against the coming of the last bitter hour. Rather, while recogniz-

ing the inevitableness of nature's hxed laws, he derived a satisfac-

tion from the subjugation of the soil by the hardy race of man.

Pucretius seeking to deprive death of its horrors in\ites suicide.

\'ergil counsels man to rise superior to nature's laws and to live.

In spite of all adversities it is good to live. For the sturdv hus-

bandman of the deorgies and for the her(^ of the epic, nature has

only one lesson and that is life. .\nd there is an implied criticism

of those who fail to see the gladness amid the hardships : "O blest,

too blest, the husbandmen, if thev onlv know their happv lot! To
whom while war is far away the very earth, most righteous, pours

from her bosom a ready sustenance." True. \'ergil seems at times

to approach nature from a purely philosophical point of view l)Ut

it cost him no effort to reconcile himself with a point of view that

inchided only the sentimental and aesthetic: "May the fields and

the streams that run in the vrdleys be my pleasure and mav I love

the rivers and forests, though it be without glory." ,Vnd turn to

an undoubted personal experience of the poet, his acquaintance with

the old farmer of Cebalia, wuere the dark Galaesus waters the vel-

\o\\ fields. In spite of scanty acres and hard labor this old man
found a joy equal to the wealth of kings, in spring-time first w-as

he to |)luck' the rose, in autumn first to gather in the fruits. I'pon this

one instance we could rest our case as to whether A^er^il derixcfl
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more of jjhulness than sadness from nature. W'e may just notice

the Aeneid. As it sings of arms and the man. the contacts with

nature are not so frequent as we find them elsewhere. The theme

seems to carry him awav from what he really loved. Yet at a dis-

tance A^r^il betrays his keen interest in the world of nature. A
close examination may show that the Aeneid offers more occasions

through which the poet seeks in nature an analogy or a setting for

a mood already conceived in his mind. That is not quite nature

for nature's sake. But the elaboration of this theme would require

another discussion. A single illustration must suffice here. The

jov attending the Trojans on their arrival at the mouth of the Tiber

is pictured forth in one of A'ergil's best descriptions. The sea

blushes beneath the rays of tlie dawn, the lovely river dividing a

mighty forest pours its yellow sand into the sea, particolored birds

soothe the sky with their notes and fly about the grove. It is a charm-

ing picture and shows well hew A'ergil saw something beside the

sadness of nature.

The Eclogues are full of nature in her more sentimental moods.

Nowhere is this mood more clearly shown than when to grace the

coming of the promised Child he weaves a picture of nature's own

from the wandering ivy, the fox-glove, the colocasia mingling with

the smiling acanthus, the fields turning golden with grain, the red-

dening grajjes, and oaks distilling their dewy honey. In his attitude

toward nature \'ergil is far more of a Demeter than an Artemis. It

is nature subjugated to man's use that he loves most. In a Uni-

versal Nature ruled by l^niversal j\Iind he finds his joy. There is

no need to believe that it was a feigned delight. The adversities are

present but they do not make the poet pessimistic. Through the tri-

umj)h of reason they are dominated by the poet's optimistic mood.

But there is another phase of Vergil's feeling that exhibits

almost unrelieved melancholy, and that is his concern in the victim

of nature, of fate, or of man. No one before him possessed this

sympathy to the same extent, nor among those that come later are

there manv that equal him in this respect. This sympathy with the

victim is largely responsible for the fact that \"ergil has frequently

been called a poet of melancholy. It appears in every period of his

life and in every form of his poetry. This is all the more remark-

able when we remember the calloused age in which he lived. Per-

haps it was this sympathy rather than ill-health that prevented him

from taking any active part in war. On the basis of heredity it is

without explanation. It seems to represent neither the stern Roman
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or the savage Celt. A'ergil v;as like one born out of his time, he

was the foierunner of another age soon to appear on earth. It is

still more remarkable when we consider that Vergil accepted with

enthusiasm the system purchased at the price of the victim's sufifer-

ings. The thing had to be. So he realized with his reason but his

heart was traAclling by a different route. In the first Eclogue the

note of joy is submerged ber.eath the current of sadness for him
whose sorrow forbids him to sing songs at all. Songs of joy have

their limitation. They prevail among the spears of Mars only so

much as Chaenian doves when an eagle comes in their midst. \er-

gil enthuses over the work of civilization that fells the forests in

order that agriculture may flourish but he cannot refrain from
observing the birds which pay for this work in the loss of their nests

in the tree-tops. Like Burns he was truly sorry man's dominion

had broken nature's social union. It is almost the spirit of the voice

soon to 1ie heard in the world. "One sparrow shall not fall to the

ground without the Father." It is to this same sympathy with the

victim that the development of the Dido episode is due. Here, as

elsewhere in A'ergil, the incidents run away with him. Many have

criticized vh ^ poet for the undue attention that Dido receives, which
seems to iai the perspective of the story as a whole. As a poet he
may have erred but with Dido it is the voice of human sympathy
that speaks. His natural tenderness rose above strict rhetorical

propriety. There is a significance in the tradition that Vergil's voice

broke with emotion as he read to Augustus the line in which Dido
recognizes the great gulf which has opened between her and her

lover. At such a time Vergil is most himself. Troy must fall and
its inhabitants be driven forth in exile. The poet can not for the

moment think of the glorious destiny awaiting them in the distant

future but finds tears for the human lot and mortal affairs touch

his heart. His compassion extends even to the foe: "Alas, how
great a slaughter now threatens the poor Laurentians !" It is this

mood exactly that impelled the poet to represent Turnus so attrac-

tively that some have taken him for the hero rather than Aeneas.
As the victim before the altar is beautifully decorated with gar-

lands, so Vergil shows a strong inclination to put a halo of o-lorv

about the brows of the victims of fate. This same mood is ao-ain

exhibited ir the tenth book when Aeneas slays Lausus. The deed
is done by which the cause of the state is advanced but instead of

rejoicing Aeneas looked at the face of the dying boy and wept in

compassio'"' and held out to him his right hand saying:
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"What now to tliee, my wretched lad. what now for such merits

W'ill the pious Aeneas give, worthy of so high a character? Keep

thine arms which were thy joy, and tliy body I shall send back to

the shades and ashes of thy fathers, if thou carest aught for that.

However, my poor lad, with this shalt thou solace thy wretched

death : It is by the hand of mighty Aeneas that thou fallest." It is an

unusual thing at this period of history that one ofifers comfort to

his strickea enemy. But even here the glory of the great achieve-

ment is dimly seen through the tears and the victim may also rejoice

at the fact that in the furtherance of the kingdom he has fallen

at the hands of the king himself. Scant comfort it may be but it

is there. Something new has appeared in the thought of man.

But the melancholy of Vergil which seems most peculiarly his own
and which impresses itself upon the reader at every stage is that

which arises from his unsatisfied longing for attainment or perfec-

tion. This attitude seems to stamp the poet as Celtic above all else.

Perhaps we may say this mood as manifested in A'ergil is the first

appearance of the Celt in literature. It seems utterly unlike any-

thing Roman. It comes very close to the feeling expressed so often

in modern times, particularly, in the song. The Lost Chord.

We hear the note in the first Eclogue. Xo good fortune of

Vergil ever lulled him into a forgetfulness of others" sorrows and

needs. His happiness failed to be complete happiness because others

were not ecjually blest. The closing line of this Eclogue, "and the

shadows are falling deeper from the lofty mountains." is a symbol

of the mood of the poet. Nor can the fourth Eclogue with its note

of triumpii be separated from this mood. The poet's yearning for

an unsatisfied ideal lies back of this efifort. Whether the immedi-

ate inspiration was an expected child or some turn in an (Oracle,

the poet could not have written this Eclogue without having deeply

sensed a great need of humanity. The consciousness of the imper-

fections of the present age projects the poet into the contemplation

of another reign of Saturn, and the intensity of his joy at the

approach of this age is the measure of his melancholy thought of

the present. How different from Horace who found a sufficiency

in the present hour for his desires and to whom it was of no con-

cern whether the morrow would bring cloud or sunshine

!

\^ergil comes more nearly finding the fruition of his yearning

in the Georgics than elsewhere. The wholesome gospel of the soil

does not mix well with a melancholy disposition. Yet there are

traces of it even here. The conquest of the soil entails the greatest
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hardships and lahor and many disappointments. The Father of all

has willed it so in order that man's intellect mi^^ht he (luickened.

In Saturn's age there had heen no need for toil hut all things grew

freelv. just as in the fourth Eclogue it is predicted they will again

grow at the coming of the promised Child. Hard toil underlies the

Georgics hut there is a response from nature to man's endeavor that

hrings a ni.easure of satisfactioiL The poet, however, dwells so

much upon the lahor that it greatly reduces the joy. It is in the

digression of the fourth Cieorgic that we find the hest example of

the poet's melancholy thrusting itself into view where some have

heen surprised to find it. It does not matter if the Orpheus incident

or the larger incident of which it is a part was not in the Georgic as

first composed. It was \'ergil who finallv put it there, and it is

evident that he did not feel the clash betwe ;n the sentiment of the

Orpheus episode and the tome of the Georgics as a whole. The

unsatisfied yearning perxades every phase of the story. The shades

restrained by the loveless waters of Cocytus. Eurydice. compelled

again to return to Erebus and vanishing like mist from the grasp-

ing arms of Orpheus, his sorrowful laments and fruitless wander-

ings to the tragic close of his life, and even his comparison to the

nightingale bereft of its young, all emphasize this phase of the poet's

melancholv, and qualify materially the more hopeful atmosphere of

the Georgics. and. perhaps we may say, represent more truly the

real mood of the poet.

But it is in the Aeneid that the unsatisfied longing cries out most

insistentlv. The theme itself fits such a mood, involving as it does

the fate of fallen Troy, the long and dreary quest of the promised

land with its ever receding shores, but it is also a theme that is well

adapted to the mood of a mature man. who has learned that the

morrow does not fulfill the expectations of today, and yet refuses

to be baffled while he relentlessly pursues a distant hope. The full

fruition is never quite atttained. The unsatisfied yearning is well

illustrated as Aeneas chides his mother: "Why dost thou, cruel also.

deceive thy son so often with false images^ Why is it not granted

to clasp the hand and to hear and to utter words without disguise?"

The mood determines the dominant note of the second book, recur-

ring like a mournful refrain. A city that has been queen through

many vears succumbs. The pride of man's long effort is brought

to naught. A'ain and useless are man's best endeavors. How the

words neqtnquam and frustra haunt this book! Hecuba and her

daughters seek the protection of the shrine, in vain. The altars
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which Priam consecrated are desecrated with his own blood. Pass-

ing on to rhe next book, we find it almost a symbol of man's experi-

ences in seeking a goal never attained. Father Anchises, rescued

from one disaster, has been saved in vain for he does not live to

enjoy the promised land. Aeneas' dearest hopes and most natural

inclinations are for a time centered upon Dido. But these he must

sacrifice on the altar of duty. Dido herself is disappointed in her

hopes and dies wretchedly, ante diem, before her day, as even

Aeneas is to die prematurely in fulfillment of her curse. Thus aspir-

ations ne\er reach fruition and the yearning soul is ever being

denied its satisfaction. Even the mantle that contains the designs

of the stolen Ganymede shows also the aged guardians reaching

out their nands toward the stars in vain for their lost ward. How
appropriate a symbol of man's aspiration and struggle toward an

Eternal City ! Like the vast throng of shades on the hither bank

of the Cocytus, man is forever reaching out his hands toward the

farther shore. But out of many examples which we may take from

the Aeneid lines from near the close of the last book express most

fittinglv this aspect of the poet's mood : "And as in sleep when

languid slinnber has closed the eyes at night, we seemingly desire

to push on our eager course, but all in vain, and in the midst of

our endeavor we fall afflicted, and the tongue loses its power and

the accustomed strength of the body fails, and speech and words

refuse utteiance." Vergil was searching for the God of perfection

and since he never realized this God, he was filled with a sense of

melancholy. He never gave up the pursuit however much it came

to appear like an empty dream. As the women looking out from

the Sicilian shore on the barren sea, Vergil also prayed for a city,

the Eternal City, which always lay just beyond the horizon. The

quest gave him a hold on life. He planned on the completion of

the Aeneid to devote himself entirely to philosophy by which he

may have expected to satisfy those questions which had haunted

his former years. But the Aeneid was never completed, and such

was his sense of its imperfections that on his death bed he directed

that it be destroyed. This very fact somehow seems to symbolize

the poet's insistent longing that refused to be satisfied with any-

thing less than perfection.

Subordinate elements may have contributed to Vergil's melan-

choly but they are probably closely related to the larger considera-

tions already discussed. A modern poet has said that "a sorrow's

crown of sorrows is remembering things." For A^ergil, too, memorv
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brought a measure of sadness. So when he notes the fall of Aeolus

in Laurentum. his mind travels back to the distant land of his birth,

to his loftv home at Lyrnesus. which memory contrasts with his

tomb on Laurentian soil. The repetition of donuis adds a peculiar

pathos. Memorv and pathos combine once more in the reference to

the tunic of delicate gold which Lausus' mother had spun for him,

stained with blood from Aeneas' victorious spear. The same feel-

ing lies back of the oft repeated phrase of the second book, Prianii

dum rcgua mancbant : and of Dido's last words, "Sweet relics, while

the fates of God allowed." But \'ergil is too virile to permit him-

self to dwell long among imhappy memories. It was more like

\'ergil to anticipate a time when it will be a pleasure to look back

upon labor .conquered:

forsan et haec olim meminisse iuvabit.

Rarelv if ever did A'crgil's melancholy sink to the depths of Poe's

despairing "Xe\'ermore." \\'e might note as an exception Aeneas'

crv to the shade of Dido : ''bv fate's decree these words are the last

I shall ever address thee." But it is only a momentary cry and the

wav of dutv is resumed. There is nothing in A'ergil's melancholy

that could lead to suicide. It is significant that it is the outcast Dido

who ends her life, and the poet's sympathy with her did not also

set his approval upon her course.

Indeed, we may say there was a quality in A'ergil's melancholy

that always acted as a challenge to duty and to life. Cries of anguish

and doubt there are but the wholesomeness of his philosophy pre-

cluded all idea of surrender. In heeding the imperious call of duty,

he displays his Italian nature. Honor purchased at the price of

death is glorious. All flesh must die but, notwithstanding, man is

permitted to extend his fame by deeds of merit. The tableau of

great deeds represented on the walls of Dido's temple brings a com-

pensation for man's misfortunes. The poet does not allow Troy's

last dark and dismal night to end without presenting the bright

morning star rising over the crests of Ida. I cannot believe that

this is a m.ere device to justify Aeneas's departure before the glare

of day reveals him to the enemy. The same motive appears again

at the end of the fourth book where the picture of Iris trailing a

thousand varied colors relieves the sad fate of Dido. Frequently,

perhaps, almost always, the melancholy thought of A'ergil has its

suggestion of hope and of gladness. It may be that the gladness

comes through the deliberate exercise of the will : "And thoug-h
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afflicted wiili mighty cares he feigns a hopeful countenance and

forcibly suppresses the grief in his heart." These words describe

A'ergil as well as his hero. There were weighty reasons in his day

for doubt, discouragement, and despair, but Vergil set his will to

find a hope for mankind. The full extent and even the direction of

this hope he did not comprehend but the hope was not for this rea-

son lessened. His attitude toward this hope cannot be better shown

than in the closing lines of the eighth book: '"Such legends on A^il-

cans's shield, his mother's gift. Aeneas beholds with wonder, and

though not understanding their significance he rejoices at their por-

traiture, as he lifts upon his shoulders the fame and the fortunes

of his line.' The poet has just described the great events of what

was to be Roman history. It seems to me that here again A'ergil's

hero is a close analogy of the poet and of his philosophy. A^ergil,

like Aeneas, accepts the universe. Equally, they look ahead to that

one far ofT event to Avhich the whole creation moves, whether it is

the consummation of Augustus's imperial policies, the sway of the

promised Child, the second reign of Saturn, or the advent of the

Eternal Cit}-, it matters not. A'ergil, like Aeneas, does not profess

to understand the full 'significance of the divine purpose. There is

in their faith a large element of mysticism, but their faith is un-

shaken. Tennyson's description of A'ergil as ''majestic in his sad-

ness at the doubtful doom of himian kind" needs to be qualified by

the reflection that he also gloried in the blissful years again to be.

Without tliis qualification, his melancholv is meaningless. Over

fallen Troy rises the morning: star of hope. Aeneas accepts the

responsibility of the divine shield and the burdens it represents yet

rejoices at the picture of Rome's destined greatness.

There is no reason for denying the melancholy of A'ergil. It per-

vades all his poetry as it must liave penetrated into his personal life.

But instead of gripping him with despair it only casts a glow of

sentiment over his life and over his works and sets in high relief

his will to live and to endure. This attitude is the more impressive

as we recaM the increasing tendency of his age toward suicide. Ver-

gil's philoso])hy was wholesome and showed the way of escape from

despair and utter pessimism.



THE LABORATORY:

A DEVIL'S SMI IHY OR A SAXXTUARY?

BY .\. \\'. MKVER

THE noblest causes have had their detractors. It always is dif-

ficult to see things or movements clearly : to see them as a

whole. Both the poet who but a generation ago referred to the lab-

oratory as a dexil's smithy and contemporary controversialists who

speak of it as a "shamble" or "den of iniquity" illustrate this dif-

ficulty. Both would also seem to exemplify the doctrine of Alelissus

that we "neither see nor know what is."

Alan's first laboratory—the laboratory of the old regime, if you

will—was the great world about him. The advice, "Go to the ant, thou

sluggard" could only apply to it. Indeed, some things can only be

studied there now. Other things must be considered under particu-

lar conditions in a smaller workshop, but the methods and the task,

and also the spirit, remain the same whether the inquirer of nature

works in some cramped, stufify garret or under the "broad and

starrv sky.' Yet there are those who think of the laboratory as

something apart from the world of life and things familiar to them.

The laboratory worker often is charged with concerning himself

with questions remote from human problems ; with star-gazing and

with living in monastic seclusion wholly unmindful of the many
vexing problems which deeply engross the thoughts and sorely try

the souls of his fellow men. When he speaks, which is seldom, his

words may remain unintelligible to all save his colleagues in a nar-

row field. He seldom uses the language of the street and very often

too, in the words of the Chinese proverb, "Those who know do not

talk and those who talk do not know."

One still hears people speak of the secrets of the laboratory as

though its devotees monopolized the fruits of their labors or used
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them for selfish purposes and denied earnest aspirants admission to

their liolv of hoHes. Yet its doors always stand open, laboratory

workers always have welcomed disciples and rejoiced in revealing

their findings. In the past they have done this at great, yea, even

at the greatest cost. That is the noblest legacy which the laboratory

has. The names of Copernicus and Gallileo are sufficient to illus-

trate this. It had secrets only in the dark and early days of astrol-

ogy and alchemy, not in the time of astronomy and chemistry.

Today only the laboratory pretenders—the quacks—still boast of

secret powers and exploit a credulous public.

The laboratory really does not need prompting to herald forth

its discoveries. Most searchers need a restraining spirit lest the

enthusiasm of their search or, perchance, the sparkle of fools' gold,

mislead them into rash words. Interpreters the laboratories need,

but unless these follow such exemplars of exposition as Arnold and

Huxley they will awaken many a false hope. "Many are called but

few are chosen" holds especially here. One need only recall the

rash and misguided public discussion of twilight sleep, a decade ago,

to realize what mischief as well as the misconceptions, ignorant

popularization implies. The current discussion in the public press,

on rejuvenation, though different in temper, is no more intelligent

or innocuous. Let the public beware of what Shorey called "the

science of the talking delegate of science"—of pseudo-science. The

truth, true science, will hurt no one, least of all them who needs

it most. I^alf truths not only mislead the uninformed but may

actually be dangerous to the public.

Few laboratory workers have the gift of cautious exposition

requisite for public discussion and unless democracies will refuse

to further support inquiry without it, there would seem to be no

valid reason why productive workers should be assigned to the role

of town criers. Although it is self-evident that truths which remain

unknown cannot be applied and that truths which cannot be applied

cannot increase human happiness, the pioneers always are the rarest

and their energies should be conserved wisely. They are indispens-

able agents of progress. The discovery of new facts regardless of

their implication, is the primary consideration. There are no insig-

nificant facts. It is only our ignorance that leaves them so. On the

morrow these so-called insignificant facts may be pregnant with the

deepest meaning for surely all of them must have an appointed

place in a universe of law and order.
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The difficulty usually lies in the discovery of new facts, not in

the application of them. Aloreover, whenever the application of

newly-revealed facts affects the social order, it is social attitudes

that deterniine whether the "humanizing" of the work of the labora-

tory is possible. The individual worker is quite helpless in this

matter. His has often been a voice crying- in the wilderness or if

not that, then like the cuckoo in June, he was heard but not regarded.

Not infrequently the message he carried was ignored because his

competence was questioned, for was he not a mere theorist? Noth-

ing could l)etter illustrate these things than the attitude of the public

and unfortunately also of many persons of considerable education

and even of wide report, ujion some matters of public health, per-

sonal hygiene, and human architecture. Adequate knowledge upon

the structure of the human body has been available for centuries,

yet even seme university professors and their college-bred wives,

hold and defend the most grotesque views regarding the mechanism

of their own bodies. Are our bodies, after all, not like an automo-

bile, the ''niits and screws" of which "may become loosened," thus

needing the magic hand of some charlatan for instant adjustment?

The shape of the human foot long has been well known but the

public pays little heed to the requirements of nature in the foot-

wear it uses. Although this is an old story it is well to enforce the

lesson of it upon those who complain that scientists have been

remiss in taking the public into their confidence.

Whenever the laboratory findings are remote from public inter-

est it would be both futile and unwise to divert the energies of some

laboratory worker for their elucidation and popularization. Those

who can do this work in flue season, are far more numerous than

those who can break and till new ground. Moreover, the world

will apply i:ew facts only when it has the temper to do so. New
facts often are surprising and it is easy to forget that they are not

made but m.erely revealed in the laboratory. Laboratory workers

merely try to reveal the laws which govern the forces of nature in

order that they who choose may observe and apply, instead of ignore

and be hurt or crushed by them. Only the uninformed ignore or

oppose nature's laws, sometimes—alas—at the greatest cost, that of

life itself. But since this is a lesson the public is slow to learn the

laboratory worker nnist possess his soul in peace, continue to hew
to the line and let the chips fall where they may. For the world

often has resented the despotism of newly-found facts. It often

has sacrificed the apostle of a new truth rather than abandon time-
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worn and lifeless belief;>. An active laboratory of necessity is a dis-

turber of our intellectual slumbers. It compels us to re-examine

old opinions and constantly reminds us tliat

:

"Xevv occasions teacb new duties, time makes ancient good uncouth.

They must onward still and upward who would keep abreast with

truth.""

Xew truths may demand changes in accustomed ways of think-

ing and entail difficult and painful readjustments. It is pleasanter

to live on undisturbed. We seldom regard the disturbers of our

intellectual peace and security more kindly or more highly, than

the disturbers of our physical peace and security. Yet all of us

know that our dead selves .'ire but the stepping-stones to better

things and that

:

"From ruins like these rise the fanes that shall last.

To build up the future heaven shatters the past."

The vintage of the laboratory is not all lees. It also knows Fal-

ernian wine. Xo one can rob us of our bows of promise. The glory

of their colors remains even after we have learned by experience

that the mountain cascade— or the lawn sprmkler—can call them

forth. It i^: true that the sweat of the brow is sometimes upon us

and as Stevenson said, our lam])s sometimes smell terribly of oil,

but let it also be conceded, as did the Penny Piper of Saranac, that

our lamps nevertheless, may burn with exceeding brightness. Indeed,

revelations are not uncommon in the laboratory and if much of the

work there seems prosaic to others it is well to remember that such

was also the lot of Empedocles when he drained the soil of Silenus

to free the city of a dread pestilence. Idealism come to earth always

has a prosaic role to play. All humanitarianism has a seamy side.

We may agree with Isaak Walton that "It remains yet unresolved

whether the happiness of a man in this world doth consist more in

contemplation or action,'" but contemplation alone has never helped

the starving or freed mankind from disease or squalor.

Science and scientists have been reproached severely for their

special role in the W^ar, quite forgetful of the fact that the same

charge can be brought as justly against religion and ministers of the

Gospel and even the militarists. Scienti<=;ts who served the causes

of the War in their respective countries, no more prostituted their

knowledge of and their control over the forces of X'^ature than the

soldiers in ranks prostituted their physical strength through use of
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the rifle, the hand-tjrenade. the hayonet, or the sabre. Tt undoubt-

edlv would have been incalculably better for all if humanity realized

that appeal to force is a very unwise and also a very inhuman way

of trving^ ^o settle difficulties.

The laboratory has had the vice of curiosity. Tt too has heard

even if it has not alwavs followed, the command. "Seek and ye shall

find." Tt not onl\- has laid many "apparitions of a day" but also has

disposed of a "host of superstitions upon which the dust of aj^es had

gathered." Sometimes, no doubt, it forgot that humanity loves mys-

teries. This is unfortunate for lunnanity is surrounded by and its

verv origin shrouded in them. ^^Ivsterv still lies at the root of all

things

—

liA-irg and dead. Tndeed, it is the existence of mysteries that

makes our day-dreams possible, and who would rol.) us of one of

our keenest satisfactions and incentives? Re\'erie and day-dreams,

no doubt, have been the source of inspiration ever since mankind

outgrew its brutish past. Xo laboratory worker would part with

this inestimable privilege bur since few dreams come true they of

necessitv are followed by disillusionment. Whenever the rude awak-

ening comes through the inevitable course of events it is Cjuietly

acce]:)ted as a mandate of fate, but whenever our castles in air are

shattered hv human hands our resentment is keen and deep. Who-
ever could feel grateful to him who destroyed his belief in the sled

and deer' T3ispelling such cherished beliefs often brings one of

the most poignant griefs of childhood. But even today we are as

children among the endless mysteries of a limitless universe. Tn

the words of Xewton. we are playing on the seashore with a great

ocean of truth lying undiscovered before us.

Tn the absence of exact knowledge upon many things we answer

the endless ciueries of the mind as best we may and pass our doubts

on to future generations, just as other generations before passed

them on to us. Xor can this story ever end as long as finite minds

are confronted with the infinite. "X'ever the gods showed mortal

everything from the beginning." said Xenophanes. "but they search

for themselves until they discover the better."

T know that scientists have been taken to task for failing to

explain their own existence cjuite unmindful of the fact that true

scientists do not presume to be able to explain the existence of any

living thing, but prefer, with T.ocke. "to sit down in qm'et ignorance

of those things which upon examination are proved to be bevond

the reach of our capacities." Science reveals laws, not ultimate

causes. To the laboratorv worker, "the world is so full of a uum-
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ber of things" tliat his attention often is rivetted to details regard-

ing' them to the exchision of ultimate explanations. He knows that

ultimate explanations often are impossible and takes his own exist-

ence—and that of many other baffling problems—for granted. He
may be a poor metaphysician but perhaps no poorer than the philos-

opher is a scientist. The solution of many things seems too remote

to him at present to seriously engage his attention. They are the

stulT for dreams ! He fully realizes that he must await a fuller

and large knowledge before consideration of many problems can be

more than fruitless speculation. If the laboratory has not been able

to "Sweep away the old world with a breath of God" as Michelet

put it. it has. nevertheless, enforced belief in a universal kinship

and in the reign of universal law. It especially holds that

:

".
. . through the ages one increasing purpose runs.

And the thoughts of men are widcn'd with the process of the suns."

The activities of the laboratorv have prcfoimdlv widened the

horizon of humanity. The breadth of view attainable by the indi-

vidual at present depends solelv upon his opportunities and his in-

tellectual stature. No one can venture to cover the whole latitude

of science for the vista is broadening daily but, "Every true Science

is like a hardy Alpine guide that leads us on from the narrow, though

it may be the more peaceful and charming valleys of our precon-

ceived opinions, to higher points, apparently less attractive, nay

often disanpointing for a time, till, after hours of patient and silent

climbing, we look round and see a new world around us. ... A
new horizon has opened, our eyes see far and wide, and as the

world beneath us grows wider and larger, our own hearts seem to

grow wider and larger, and we learn to embrace the far and dis-

tant, and all that before seemed strange and indifferent, with a

warmer recognition and a deeper human svmpathy ; we form wider

concepts, we perceive higher truths."

Ry adopting the experimental method, the laboratory worker

would but seem to be following nature in her own workshop. The

oldest philosophers could observe and reflect. The modern philoso-

pher, like the scientist, may experiment as well. Inquiring into the

seen—or unseen—mysteries of the universe need not dull the sym-

pathies or quiet the aspirations of anyone. No one need part with

rosy dawns or sunset glows. Whoever thought of accusing the

kindly poet who fondly plucked the little flower from the crannied

wall, root and all—for the purposes of rhyme and meter— of being
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callous or blind to its mysteries? Then why should the laboratory

worker, of necessity, be blind to them or be regarded as more un-

feeling than the poet? Familiarity need not breed contempt nor

blunt our sensibilities to the hidden or larger meanings. A larger

and deeper knowledge stimulates our interests in and engrosses our

thoughts with these meanings. To hold otherwise would be to

claim that eyes that see are blind and ears that hear are deaf.

The great laboratory w./rkers have been devout and humble

souls. Their sincerity has oeen so deep that it may well be called

religious. They too were inquiring of ("lod. Their workshops were

sanctuaries in which, as Agassiz said, he would have nothing done

unworthy of the great Creator. They, above all others, fully real-

ized that "no one has attained complete certainty in respect of the

gods and to that which I call universal nature, nor shall anyone ever

attain it." It is but natural that some of us should be intoxicated

with our own achievements. Easy generalizations are common and

we too son etimes mistake mere speculation for established fact.

However, a sleepless critical spirit prevails and a

"Sober sense of honest doubt

Keeps human reason good and stout."

Experimenters of necessity must be men of action but they also

are tied to the past. Sometimes, "even if a man light on the truth

he would not know that he did so, for appearance is spread over all

things." Since scientists move more in an objective world ; in an

empire of fact, they also mav become dogmatic. Not infrequently

they forget that their so-called cold facts have been warmed—or

warped—bf their own personalities. They, too, being human they

cannot wholly suppress the mvstical element in their natures. All

this can be admitted freely but it should be remembered that assump-

tion and arrogance are the earmarks of ignorance and weakness

—

of littleness—not of greatness.

The true searcher for truth in science as elsewhere is always

looking for stronger light to guide his footsteps, for dominion over

what Sir Henr\^ Maine called the blind forces of nature, not for

power to enslave others. Surely, no harm can ever come for using

the powers of the mind with the greatest freedom. "Know the

truth and it shall make you free" is an old saying which has lost

nothing of its force. If there are truths which it is dangerous for

men to know then the possession by man of an inquiring mind is a

tragic thing indeed. It were sad to find that a beneficent Creator
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had endowed man with an instrument of enhghtenment which he

dare not use with freedom. Surely, "so long as a man is in accord

with the truth the gods will hear him even if he do not pray."

It is strange that there are those who reproach scientists with a

desire to reveal supposedly sinister facts even if a knowledge of

them destroyed mankind itself. If such biological facts exist then

their discovery must be a part of the design of nature. Surely they,

too. must be part of the eternal order of things and their disclosure

is merely a matter of time. Man is helpless in the matter. It is

fortunate that laboratory workers are not deterred by such specters

of the imagination as these but are pressing onward and also upward.

They well might confront their accusers with the Christian phrase

:

"Oh you of little faith."

No one need be charged with "plunging into the unseen" and

with "prying into things," for it is in the power of no one to circum-

vent nature. "True reverence does not consist in declaring a sub-

ject, because it is dear to us, to be unfit for free, and honest inquiry,

far from it ! True reverence is shown in treating every subject,

however sacred, however dear to us, with perfect confidence, with-

out fear and without favor : with tenderness and love, by all means,

but before all. with unflinching and uncompromising loyalty to

truth." . . . "Whatever value we may attach to our most cher-

ished convictions, there is something more cherished than all of

them, and that is a perfect trust in the truth."

It may be admitted that undue haste and lack of circumspection

have marred many products of the laboratory. To such the words

of Horace, "Redde ad incudem" could well apply. It were a happy

thing, indeed, if a feeling of true craftsmanship could always be

present there. The laboratory naturally shares the defects of all

things human and needs the deliverance which the fine arts and t'^.-

humanities can bring. Being Iv.inan. wc sometin^es crave for f^me

or fortune instead of the truth, and alas, when we find the latter,

we do not always live in conformity with it. But if those who decry

the fruits of the laboratory could be placed upon some Robinson

Crusoe's island and be compelled to live without them, th^/ would

have a rudi awakening indeed f^or next to honor, duty. love of

kith and kin. what does a miui love more than life itself and hap-

piness? Under modern conditions most of us owe the preservation

of our lives very largely to science and unless we regard the Afri-

can or Melanesian native—or the ox in the stall— as happy, then

our happiness too is largely dependent upon the achievements of the
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laboratory. Froni it liavc come most of the things that have made

modern civilization possible: at least so thinks one of our foremost

philosophers. "Scientific inquiry," said he, "has been the chief in-

strumentalit}' in bringing man from barbarism to civilization, from

darkness to light : while it has incurred, at every step, determined

opposition from the powers of ignorance, misunderstanding and

jealousy." Hence in the words of Pasteur, "Take interest, I im-

plore you, in those sacred dwellings which one designates by the

expressiA-e term: laboratories. Demand that they be adorned; these

are the temples of the future—temples of well-being and of happi-

ness. There it is that humanity grows greater, stronger, better."

Although the role of the scientific laboratory in modern life

has been increasingly large, the individual rewards have been piti-

fully small. The chief compensation always did and always must,

lie in the joy of the seeking. Its chief triumphs always will remain

the birth of new ideas and the substitution of knowledge for ignor-

ance. Xot all laboratories have been sanctuaries nor all its devotees

saints, but the doctrines of the Pharisees and Sadducees find no ref-

uge there. A passion for doing good and a striving for perfection

prevail. It lays no claim to infallibility but rejoices in a constant

search for error. Let us hope that its work may continue untram-

meled save by the shortcomings of its own devotees. Much will

depend upon how it will prosper. It should have no vacant chairs,

yet it has many. The future cannot live upon the past, and if the

work of interrogation seriously lags, the lamp of knowledge will

begin to flicker and night perchance shall again overtake us.
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BY J. V. NASH

PERHAPS the most significant and fruitful element in the lib-

eralizing of religious thought among Western peoples during

recent years has been the awakening of interest in the sacred liter-

ature of thi East, and a growing appreciation of the spiritual values

which are to be found outside of Christianity.

For centuries. Christian speakers and writers had been content

to lump all non-Christians together as "heathen," a word about

which clustered the most odious and disparaging connotations. For

generations, too, the Christian churches at great expense sent out

their missionaries, not only to uncivilized lands such as Africa and

the South Sea Islands, but likewise to China, japan, and India, firm

in the belief that all non-Christian religions were equally degrading

and their followers doomed to perdition.

That the great religions of the East might have helpful spiritual

contributions to oflier to the West, that Christianity might enter into

an entente cordiale with other historic faiths, would have seemed

nothing short of blasphemous to the religious leaders of Christen-

dom until well toward the close of the nineteenth century. Ortho-

dox theology, based upon the Bible as an unif|ue, infallible, and all-

sufficient revelation of God, permitted no other point of view. The

doctrine of exclusive salvation made Christianity the sole custodian

of the keys of Heaven, its representatives unreasoning and intoler-

ant propagandists.

Today, even orthodox Christian clergymen acknowledge with

thankfulness the good m non-Cliristian faiths. An exam])le of this

changing altitude will be found in an incident related l)y Dr. G. B.

Smith, of the University of Chicago Divinity School

:

"Dr. CLiilil)ert Hall, who was at one time the Barrows lecturer

to India, was a man himself of conservative theology, a very pro-

foundly reb'gious man, but with the spirit of a Modernist. When
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he came back from his lectures in India, he was constantly telling

people in the West that when you went to India you found people

who made religion their first business. He was greatly impressed

with the large place which religious experience had in the life of

the devoted Indian people, and he said that the Christianity of the

future is going to be enriched and enlarged from what we may learn

from the Orient."

The gradual abandonment of the old hostile and scornful attitude

toward non-Christian faiths and peoples is traceable to several fac-

tors. First, there was the enlarging conception of the universe, fol-

lowing the great discoveries of nineteenth century science, in biol-

ogy, geology, and astronomy, and a radically modified evaluation of

the Scriptures in the light of this growing scientific knowledge and

of the new scholarship brought to bear u]ion their interjiretation

by the higlier criticism.

Again, the revolution in transportation Ijrought the East and

its peoples closer to us, our contacts with them thus became more

frequent, our understanding deeper and most sympathetic, and age-

old prejudices tended to disappear.

Still further, the work of great Oriental scholars, such as Max
Miiller in England. Professor Deussen in Germany, and Dr. Paul

Carus in America, made accessible to the \\"estern public the unsus-

pected wealth of inspiring spirituality in the ancient books of the

East, particularly those of India.

Finally, there has been the interpretation of C)riental religions

and philosophies bv their own spokesmen who in late years have

been coming among us as visitors, lecturers, and writers.

NoAV, since the war has revealed the pitiable bankruptcy of ^^^est-

ern ecclesiasticism as a sa^•ing force, the Occident is more than

ever receptive to spiritual influences from Asia, the venerable

mother of religion ; the world itself may find renewal of youth in

the waters of those life-giving springs which have been flowing

through the ages from the slopes of the Himalayas.

It is not too much to say that a new religious era was ushered

in with the opening of the historic Parliament of Religions in con-

nection with the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1R03.

It was a rather heterogeneous gathering, and. owing to the lack of

rules and precedents, it could only feel its way, sometimes awk-

wardly. Xevertheless, for the first time in history, the spokesmen

of all the great religions. Christian and non-Christian on an equal

footing, were given an opportunity on the public platform and in
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a friendly atmosphere, to set forth the values which they respec-

tively emphasized, to show the service which each sought to render,

and to make known the special contribution which it might make
to the spiritual needs of the world at large.

The numerous religions and creeds which sent delegates to the

Parliament of Religion were in the main ably represented. Some
of the speakers, indeed, were religious thinkers of international

reputation. But among all the men and women who took, part in

the sessions of the Congress, there was one who aroused a singu-

lar and absorbing interest, one whose work at the Parliament be-

came the basis of a great world-wide mission.

This was a young Hindu sannyasiii'^ who had come to Chicago

without official credentials ; he represented no recognized religious

organization ; he was utterly unknown to the world. When he ap-

peared on the platform at the opening session, he had never made
a public speech in his life, and he had no prepared notes. "Through-

out the morning, ' says one account, "he kept putting off his turn

to be introduced, whispering each time to the President, 'Let some-

one else speak first.' So again in the afternoon, until about five

o'clock, when Doctor P)arrows, rising, named him as the next

speaker."

When he was introduced, he looked out upon a yawning audi-

ence which had sat through a tiresome day of manuscript reading.

PTe hesitated, nervously. Then a sudden access of power and elo-

(juence came upon him, and he began to speak. As by an electric

shock, the assembly became galvanized into eager attention. Before

half a dozen words had left his lips, the great hall was shaking with

storms of applause as in a political convention, and when his brief

extemporaneous address was concluded everyone began asking:

"Who is this brilliant, eloquent, handsome, magnetic young Hindu,

the Swami \^ivekananda?"

In a letter dated Chicago, November 2, 1893, Vivekananda gives

us in his own words a vivid picture of the scene at the opening of

the Parliament and relates the circumstances attending his own
introductory address

:

"On the morning of the opening of the Parliament, we all assem-

bled in a building called the Art Palace, where one huge and other

smaller temporary halls were erected for the sittings of the Parlia-

ment. ^Ten from all nations were there. . . . There was a grand

1 Literally, "one who has renounced,"—the Hindu name for a man who
Rives up everything and devotes himself to the religious life either as a hermit
or as a wandering pilgrim.
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procession, and we were all marshalled on to the platform. Imagine

a hall below and a huge gallery above, packed with six or seven

thousand men and women representing the best culture of the coun-

try, and on the platform learned men of all the nations of the earth.

And I. who never spoke in public in my life, to address this august

assemblage ! It was opened in great form, with music and ceremony

and speeches ; then the delegates were introduced one by one, and

they stepped up and spoke. Of course, my heart was fluttering and

my tongue nearly dried up ; I was so nervous and could not venture

to speak in the morning. Mazoomdar made a nice speech—Chakra-

varti a nicer one, and they were much applauded. They were all

prepared and came with ready-made speeches. I was a fool and

had none, but bowed down to Devi Sarasvati and stepped up. and

Dr. Barrows introduced me. I made a short speech. I addressed

the assembly as 'Sisters and Brothers of America,'—a deafening

applause of two minutes followed, and then I proceeded, and when

it was finished I sat down, almost exhausted with emotion. The

next day the papers announced that my speech was the hit of the

day, and I became known to the whole of America. Truly has it

been said by the great commentator Sridhara
—'Who maketh the

dumb a fluent speaker.' His name be praised!"

In this little introductory address which so captivated the great

audience, Mvekananda said

:

'Tt fills my heart with joy unspeakable to rise in response to the

warm and cordial welcome which you have given us. I thank you

in the name of the most ancient order of monks in the world ; I

thank you in the name of the mother of religions : and I thank you

in the name of the millions and millions of Hindu people of all

classes and sects.

"]Mv thanks, also, to some of the speakers on this platform wdio

have told you that these men from far-off nations may well claim

the honor of bearing to the different lands the idea of toleration. I

am proud to belong to a religion which has taught the world both

tolerance and universal acceptance. We believe not only in univer-

sal toleration, but wc accept all religions as true.

"I belong to a religion into whose sacred language, the Sanskrit

the word c.vchisioii is untranslatable. I am proud to belong to a

nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all

religions and all nations of the earth. We have gathered in our

bosom the purest remnant of the Israelites, a remnant which came

to Southern India and took refuge with ii<= in the verv vear in
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which their holy temple was shattered to pieces by Roman tyrrany.

I belong to the rehgion which has sheltered and is still fostering

the remnant of the grand Zoroastrian nation.

"I will quote to yon. brethren, a few lines from a hymn which

I remember to have repeated from my earliest boyhood, which is

every day lepeated by millions of human beings : 'As the different

streams have their sources in different places and mingle their

waters in the sea, O Lord, so the different paths which men take

through different tendencies, various though they appear, crooked

or straight, all lead to Thee.

"The present convention, which is one of the most august assem-

blies ever held, is in itself a vindication, a declaration to the world

of the wonderful doctrine preached in the Gita : 'Whosoever comes

to me. through whatsoever form I reach him, they are all struggling

throu.gh paths that in the end always lead to me.'

"Sectarianism, bigotry, and its horrible descendant, fanaticism,

have possessed long this beautiful earth. It has filled the earth with

violence, drenched it often and often with human blood, destroyed

civilization and sent whole nations to despair. Had it not been for

this horrible demon, human society would be far more advanced than

it is now. But its time has come and I fervently hope that the bell

that tolled this morning in honor of this convention may be the

death-knell to all fanaticism, to all persecutions with the sword or

the pen and to all uncharitable feelings between persons wending

their way to the same goal."

Descriptions of Vivekananda and interviews with him filled col-

umns upon columns in the newspapers. Here was a man, the prod-

uct of a religion popularly supposed to set as its goal the utter nega-

tion of personality, who by the very force of an extraordinarily

distinctive, attractive, and winsome personality, had brought Amer-
ica to his feet. What a paradox! How could it be explained? A
tree is known by its fruits. It no doubt was subconsciously felt

that a spiritual tree which could flower in a Vivekananda had not

received a fair hearing. So it was that the public everywhere be-

came eager to see and hear A^ivekananda.

Immense crowds flocked to the Parliament to hear his subse-

quent addresses, and now the chairman purposely put him last on

the program in order to hold the audience through the other speak-

ers' addresses. "They patiently waited and waited," said a news-

paper report, "while the papers that separated them from Viveka-

nanda were read." Another journalist wrote: "This man, with his
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handsome face and magnetic presence and wonderful oratory, is

the most prominent figure in the Parliament."

Doors were opened wide to him wherever he chose to go. Finally,

in response to the insistent demand for his message, he went on a

speaking tour which carried him from coast to coast, lecturing and

teaching. This w^ork kept him strenuously engaged for some two

years after the close of the Parliament. In his letters he speaks

of the frier.dliness which was accorded him wherever he visited.

Even orthodox clergymen warmed to him. On the other hand, he

had a friendly meeting with Robert G. Tngersoll, who remarked

to him that if a non-Christian religious teacher had ventured to

visit America fifty years earlier he would doubtless have been

killed. In the course of a lengthy conference with the members of

the Harvard Graduate School of Philosophy, the young Hindu

easily held his own with the pundits of America's oldest university.

"It is the life of teachers which is catching, not their tenets,"

says Walter Bagehot. Certainly, the character and charm of Vive-

kananda had much to do with securing a sympathetic hearing for

his doctrines.

The influence which he thus exercised upon the religious thought

of the country can hardly be overemphasized. From that period

dates the widespread interest in Oriental religion, which is today

one of the marked characteristics of American life. Vivekananda

was the first great missionary in modern times from Asia, the home-

land of religion, to the peoples of the West.

Hindu though he was, A^ivekananda was deeply permeated by

the best in Christianity. His talks abound with references to and

quotations from Jesus, whi<:h show a remarkable familiarity with

the Xew Testament. One of his loftiest discourses is on "Christ,

the Messenger." In it he says

:

" 'The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.' Where goest thou

to seek for the Kingdom of God? asks Jesus of Nazareth, when it

is there, within you. Cleanse the spirit, and It is there. It is already

yours. How can you get what is not yours? It is yours by right.

You are the heirs of immortality, sons of the Eternal Father. . . .

"Let us . . . find God not only in Jesus of Xazareth but in all

the great Ones that have preceded him, in all that came after him,

and all that are yet to come. Our worship is unbounded and free.

They are all manifestations of the same Infinite God. They are

all pure and unselfish : they struggled, and gave up their lives for us,
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poor human beings. They each and all suffer vicarious atonement

for every one of us. and also for all that are to come hereafter.

"In a sense, you are all prophets; every one of you is a prophet,

bearing the burden of the world on your own shoulders. . . . The

great prophets were giants—they bore a gigantic world on their

shoulders. Compared with them we are pigmies, no doubt, yet we

are doing the same task : in our little circles, in our little homes we

are bearing our little crosses. . . .

"Our salutations go to all the past prophets, whose teachings

and lives we have inherited, whatever might have been their race,

clime, or ceed! Our salutations go to all those God-like men and

women, who are working to help humanity, whatever be their birth,

color or race ! Our salutations to those who are coming in the

future—living Gods— to work unselfishly for our descendants!"

Though uttered twenty-five years ago by a Hindu, such thoughts

sound strangely like the latest statements of the faith of Christian

Modernists

!

II

flow had A'ivekananda happened to appear in .America as a vis-

itor to the Parliament of Religions? To answer this question, it

will be necessary to accjuaint ourselves with the circumstances of

his early life.

Narendra Xath Dutt was born at Calcutta in 1863. was educated

at the local university, and in 1884 received the degree of B.A. At

this time there was living in the famous temple garden at Dakshin-

eswara, on the eastern bank of the Ganges about four miles north

of Calcutta, the great religious mystic known as Sri Ramakrishna

Paramahamsa. The young student joined the group of disciples

which gathered about Ramakrishna in the temple garden. He be-

came a special favorite of Ramakrishna. In India a student of phil-

osophy and religion regularly attaches himself to some great teacher

as his Guru or master. It is thus that spiritual knowledge is handed

on from generation to generation, rather than by the study of books.

A peculiarly intimate relationship developed between the eager

young disciple and the venerable seer. In the record of the dis-

courses of Paramahamsa, compiled by another disciple under the

title The Gospel of Ramakrishna, we have many delightful glimpses

of the disciple Narendra at the feet of his guide.
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The name Vivekanauda, which Narendra on becoming a sannya-

sin adopted as that by which he wished to he known in religion, i?

composed of two Sanskrit words meaning "l)hss in discrimination."

words rather meaningless to the western ear. hut the technical sig-

nificance of which will be readily understood by anyone who has

made a study of Hindu philosophy. To the end of life, Vivekananda

lovingly referred to Ramakrishna as "My Master." Many distin-

guished European scholars visited the seer to discuss with him the

problems of philosophy and religion. Professor Max Muller was

so impressed by Ramakrishna that he published an appreciative

study of the Hindu saint in Tlic Ninctccntli Century. To this day

he is widely revered in India as a true Avatar or Divine Incarnation.

He taught the oneness of God. "God is One," he said, in a dis-

course with his disciples, "only His names are different. Some call

Him by the name of Allah, some God. some Brahman, others Kali,

others again Rama. Hari, Jesus, Buddha." All religions he would

gladly accept as paths leading to the same goal, and he looked upon

Realization as the great goal of the religious life.

When Ramakrishna passed from earth in 1886, his devoted dis-

ciples, including Narendra, longed to take up the Master's work

and to carry his message not only to all India but to the outside

world as well.

Such w^as the background of the young Hindu when, in the

spring of 1893, clad only in the orange robe of a sannyasin, and bear-

ing a pilgrim's staff, he set out alone for America by w^ay of China

and Japan. In a sketch published after his death, one of Viveka-

nanda's disciples wrote: "He had been chosen for this mission bv a

few earnest young men of Madras who. firm in their belief that he.

better than anyone, could worthily represent the ancient religion of

India, had gone from door to door soliciting money for his journey.

The amount thus collected, together with contributions from one or

tw^o princes, enabled the youthful monk, the then obscure Swami
Vivekananda, to set out on his long journey."

The disciple goes on to say

:

"It required tremendous courage to venture forth on such a mis-

sion. To leave the sacred soil of India for a foreign country means
far more to a Hindu than we of the West can realize. Especially

is this the case with a sannyasin. whose whole training is away from
the practical, material side of life. Unused to handling money, or to

any mode of travel save on his own feet, the Swami was robbed
and imposed upon at every stage of his journey until, when he
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finally reached Chicago, he was nearly penniless. He had brought

with him no letters of introduction and knew no one in the great

city. Thus alone among strangers, thousands of miles from his own
country, it was a situation to daunt even a strong man ; but the

Swami left the matter in the hands of the Lord, firm in his faith

that divine protection would never fail him."

In less than two weeks, exorbitant hotel keepers and others had

reduced his funds almost to the vanishing point. In a letter some

time later he tells how crowds, attracted by his quaint dress, followed

him on the streets, hooting at him. His situation was desperate.

"For a monient a wave of discouragement and doubt swept over him

and he began to wonder why he had been. so foolish as to listen to

those few hot-headed schoolboys of Madras."

In his extremity, with no prospect but that of "starvation in the

street." if he remained in Chicago, he left the city. He resolved to

go to Boston, and. if he met with no change of fortune, abandon

his mission and return to India.

On the train en route East he chanced to meet an elderly lady,

a resident of Boston, who. learning of the predicament in which

this strange young Oriental found himself, gave him the shelter of

her home. There he met a Harvard Professor. A'ivekananda's later

correspondence identifies him as J. H. AA'right. After a four-hour

discussion with Vivekananda the Harvard savant earnestly urged

upon him the importance of his returning to Chicago and partici-

pating in the approaching Parliament of Religions. When \Mve-

kananda explained his difficulties, the professor pointed out that the

president of the Parliament was his personal friend, and he lost no

time in giving Vivekananda a letter of introduction in which he

declared that he had found this young Hindu "more learned than

all our learned men put together."

Presented with the letter and with a ticket to Chicago. A^iveka-

nanda returned thither and was at once accepted as a delegate to

the Parliament. In a letter dated July 11. 1894. he pays tribute to

Professor Wright "as having been the first man who stood as my
friend."

Then came the opening of the Parliament and Vivekananda's

extraordinary transition overnight into a personage of international

interest.

After the close of the Parliament, as we have already indicated.

Vivekananda was persuaded to go on a lecture tour of the country.

While his audiences were evervwhere most enthusiastic, the work-
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proved distasteful and he soon e^ave it up. altlion_<;h l)y its continu-

ance he could, had he chosen, have accumulated a financial fortune.

He then began speaking informally to small parlor audiences. But

this form of instruction seemed to him su]:)erficial and was in turn

abandoned.

Lionized as he was, Aivekananda ne\cr allowed his head to be

turned. On all hands we have testimony of his modesty, his cour-

tesy, his gentleness, and his innate tactfulness in dealing with all

sorts of individuals.

One who was closely associated with him has written:

"It was given to me to know him in an intimate way for a ])eriod

of several years, and never once did I find a flaw in his character.

He was incapable of petty weakness, and had \'ivekananda pos-

sessed fault.^ they would have been generous ones. AA^ith all his

greatness he was as simple as a child. cf|ual]v at home among the

rich and the great, or among the poor and the lowh-.

"A\'hile in Detroit he was the guest of Airs. John J. Bigelow. the

widow of the ex-Governor of Michigan and a lady of rare culture

and unusual spiritualitv. She told me that never once during the

time he was a guest in her house (about four weeks) did he fail to

express the highest in word and acti<^n, that his presence was a

'continual benediction.'

"His manner was that of boyish frankness and naivete, and vcrv

winsome. . . . He was the 'man of the hoiu-" in Detroit that winter.

Society smiled upon him and be was much sought after. The daily

papers recorded his comings and goings; e^en his food was dis-

cussed. . . . Letters and invitations came pouring in and Detroit

was at the feet of \^ivekananda."

His first lecture in Detroit was delivered in the L'nitarian Church.

The scene, doubtless typical of countless others, is described by an

eye-witness as follows

:

"The large edifice was literally packed and the Swami received

an ovation. I can see him yet as he stepped upon the platform, a

regal, majestic figure, vital, forceful, dominant, and at the first sound

of the wonderful voice, a voice all music—now like the plaintive

minor strain of an aeolian harp ; again, deep, vibrant, resonant—

•

there was a hush, a silence that could almost be felt, and the vast

audience breathed as one man. . . . His was the grasp of the 'mas-

ter mind' and he spoke as one with authority. His arguments were

logical, convincing, and in his most brilliant oratorical flights never
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once did he lose sight of the main issue—the truth he wished to

drive home.

"1 le fearlessly attacked principles, but not personal matters. One
felt that here was a man whose great heart could take in all of

humanity, seeing beyond their faults and foibles ; one who would

suffer and forgive to the uttermost. In fact, when it was given to

me to know him more intimately, I found that he did forgive to the

uttermost. With what mfinite love and patience would he lead those

who came to him, out of the labyrinth of their own frailties and

point out to them the way out of self to God. He knew no malice."

In Jewish synagogues, too, did \'ivekananda deliver his message

and received a no less cordial welcome. Two years later, after a

brief visit to England, he was in Detroit again, speaking in a lead-

ing synagogiie. The occasion is thus described

:

"His last public appearance in Detroit was at the Temple Beth-El

of which *:he Rabbi Louis Grossman, an ardent admirer of the

Swami, was the pastor. It was Sunday evening and so great was

the crowd that we almost feared a panic. There was a solid line

reaching far out into the street and hundreds were turned away.

Vivekananda held the large audience spellbound, his subject being:

'India's Message to the \\''est,' and 'The Ideal of a Universal Relig-

ion.' He gave us a most brilliant and masterly discourse. Never

had I seen the Master look as he looked that night. There was

something in his beauty not of earth. It was as if the spirit had

almost burst the bonds of flesh, and it was then that I first saw a

foreshadowing of the end. He was much exhausted from years

of overwork, and it was even then to be seen that he was not long

for this world."

Some time before this period, following a lecture arranged by

the Brooklyn Ethical Association. A'ivekananda had established him-

self in a humble lodging-house in Xew York City, where disciples

gathered to hear and question him. His classes became so large

that they (juickly overflowed the limited accommodations. "Stu-

dents," we are told, "sat on the dresser and on the corner marble

wash-basin, and still others on the floor, like the Swami himself,

who, thus seated cross-legged after the manner of his own country,

taught his eager students the great truths of A'cdanta."

This was the work which he found most congenial, this the

environment in which he felt m.ost at ease. "At last he felt that he

was fairly started on his mission, which was to deliver to the west-
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ern world the message of his ^Master, Sri Ramakrishna. which pro-

claimed the truth and fundamental unity of all religions."

The throngs of students who came to him made necessary the

securing of larger quarters, and throughout a season the Swami
taught without charge all who came. To help meet the financial

expenses of these free classes, he accepted engagements for lectures

on secular subjects.

During the summer of 1895, the Swami spent several weeks at

Thousand Island Park, where one of his disciples maintained a sum-

mer home amid scenes of great natural beauty. Here A'ivekananda

found rest and refreshment, and here he gave intimate talks to a

select circle of friends and students. Through long summer even-

ings the little group sat on the cottage veranda looking out over the

moonlit islands to the far Canadian shore, while \ ivekananda dis-

coursed on God and the soul, on realization and immortality, on the

A^edas, and on universal religion.

( )ne of this group later wrote

:

"Xone of us can ever forget the uplift, the intense spiritual life,

of those h'lllowed hours. The Swami poured out all his heart at

those times ; his own struggles were enacted again before us ; the

very spirit of his IMaster seemed to speak through his lips, to satisfy

all doubts, to answer all questioning, to soothe every fear. Many
times the Swami seemed hardly conscious of our presence, and then

we almost held our breath for fear of disturbing him and checking

the flow of his thoughts. He would rise from his seat and pace up

and down the narrow limits of the piazza, pouring forth a perfect

torrent of eloquence. Xever was he more gentle, more lovable, than

during these hours. It may have been much like the way his own
great Master taught his disciples, just allowing them to listen to

the outpourings of his own spirit in communion with himself."

And again

:

"Often playful and fun loving, full of merry jest and quick

repartee, he was never for a moment far from the dominating note

of his life. Everything could furnish a text or an illustration, and

in a moment we would find ourselves swept from amusing tales of

Hindu mythology to the deepest philosophy. The Swami had an

inexhaustible fund of mythological lore, and surely no race is more
abundantly supplied with myths than those ancient Aryans. He
loved to tell them to us and we delighted to listen, for he never

failed to point out the reality hidden under the myth and story, and

to draw from it valuable spiritual lessons."
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On April 15. 1896, Mvekananda sailed again for England; estab-

lishing himself in London he was soon busily at work. Late in the

summer of that year he travelled extensively on the Continent. A
letter speaks of "a beautiful time with Professor Deussen in Ger-

many," who, it appears, accompanied him back to England. In a

letter written from his London lodgings he writes: "Max Muller is

getting very friendly. I am soon going to deliver two lectures at

Oxford."

At last, Vivekananda was ready to turn his steps homeward.

On his arrival at Colombo, Ceylon, on January 15, 1897, he was

given an ovation by the Hindu community.

In that once popular Christian revival hymn, "From Green-

land's Icy ^Mountains to India's Coral Strand," Ceylon odiously

described as an island "where every prospect pleases, and only man

is vile."

It mav be somewhat enlightening, therefore, to note the address

of welcome which was presented to \^ivekananda by the Hindus

of Ceylon

:

"Revered Sir: In pursuance of a resolution passed at a public

meeting of the Hindus of the city of Colombo we beg to offer you

a hearty welcome to this Island. A\'e deem it a privilege to be the

first to welcome you on yoar return from your grand mission in

the West.

"We have watched with joy and thankfulness the success with

which the mission has, under God's blessing, been crowned. You

have proclaimed to the nations of Europe and America, the Hindu

ideal of a universal religion, harmonizing all creeds, providing spir-

itual food for each soul according to its needs, and lovingly draw-

ing it unto God. You have preached the Truth and the Way, taught

from remote ages by a succession of Masters whose blessed feet

have w-alked and sanctified the soil of India, and whose gracious

presence and inspiration have made her through all her vicissitudes,

the Light of the World.

"To the inspiration of such a ]\Iaster. Sri Ramakrishna Parama-

hamsa Deva. and to your self-sacrificing zeal, western nations owe

the priceless boon of being placed in living contact with the spiritual

genius of India, while to manv of our own countrymen, delivered

from the glamour of western civilization, the value of our glorious

heritage has been brought home.

"By your noble work and example you have laid humanity under

an obligation difficult to repay, and you have shed fresh lustre upon
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our Motherland. We pray that the grace of God may continue

to prosper you and your work, and we remain. Revered Sir." etc.

Vivekananda's progress through India was marked by a whole

series of similar ovations.

But his years of exhausting labor in strange lands had told heav-

ily on Mvekananda. He seemed to realize that his days were prac-

ticallv numbered. In a letter dated from Almora, in the Hamalayan

region. July 9. 1898. he said:

"The wav is long, the time is short, evening is approaching. I

have to go home soon. I have no time to give my manners a finish.

I cannot find time enough to deliver my message. ... I feel my
task is done.—at best, only three or four years more of life is

left. ..."

The vear 1899 found him extremely ill. It was hoped by his

friends that a sea voyage might do him good. In July he sailed

from Calcutta for London, where a number of his disciples, both

English and American, were on hand to welcome him at the dock.

After a month of rest in the English capital. A'ivekananda sailed

again for America, accompanied by a Hindu companion and some

American friends. One of the latter tells of the voyage across

the Atlantic

:

"There were ten never-to-be-forgotten days spent on the ocean.

Reading and exposition of the Gita occupied every morning, also

reciting and translating poems and stories from the Sanskrit and

chanting old A'edic hymns. The sea was smooth and at night the

moonlight was entrancing. Those were wonderful evenings ; the

Master paced up and down the deck, a majestic figure in the moon-

light, stopping now and then to speak to us of the beauties of Nat-

ure. 'And if all this Maya (illusion) is so beautiful, think of the

wondrous beauty of the reality behind it
!' he would exclaim."

For several months he lectured and taught once more in Amer-

ica, revisiting many cities and renewing countless friendships. One
who saw him at Detroit on July 4. 1900. writes: "He had grown

so thin, almost ethereal,—not long would that great spirit be im-

prisoned in clay. ... I never saw him again. . . . Of that time

I cannot bear to think. The sorrow and the heartbreak of it all

still abides with me : but deep down underneath all the pain and

grief is a great calm, a sweet and blessed consciousness that Great

Souls do come to earth to point out to men 'the way. the truth,

and the life'."
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A'ivekananda returned to India only to die. Devoted disciples,

English and American, as well as Hindu, were with him to the end.

His love for America was abiding and found continual expression.

Indeed to many it seemed significant that the close of Vivekananda's

life, in the summer of 1^02, at Belur, fell on the anniversary of

American independence, July Fourth. He was not yet forty years

of age when his voice was stilled and his pen laid away forever.

The influence of Mvekananda, however, lived on.

A'edanta Societies which sprang up as a result of his American

mission, notably in New York and San Francisco, have perpetuated

A'i\ekananda's teachings in this country.

A'ivekananda, though he sometimes prepared manuscripts, was

always most at home in extemporaneous address and informal con-

versation. He did not care to look at reports of his talks, handed

to him for J.pproval. The only book w-hich seems to have been pub-

lished with his personal co-operation is the well-known volume en-

titled "Raj'i Yoga" (The Royal Way of Attainment) which is still

in print in America. Since his death, however, a Mayavati Memo-
rial Fdition of the ^^'orks of \'ivekananda has been published by

his disciples in India, filling scA'en large volumes. The amotmt of

material th.us gathered together and its range are alike astonishing.

Tt consists of essays, lectiu'cs. sermons, narratives, letters, inter-

views, informal conversations, translations from the Sankrit and

]")eneali. and poetry.

The education of the youth of India particularly of the girls,

was especially close to the heart of \'ivekananda. "Education is

what thev need," he said, "we must have a school in Calcutta."

This dream was realized a few years later by J\liss Margaret

E. Xoble. a lady of Irish Protestant extraction and the strong force

of character which usually goes with it, who had met \"ivekananda

in London. At first strongly antagonistic to his teachings, she ulti-

mately became an earnest disciple. As the Sister Nivedita (The

Dedicated One) she established a school in the heart of Calcutta's

Hindu f|uarter.

Through these and other agencies the work of A'ivekananda has

been carried on. and the seed sown at the Chicago Parliament of

Religions in 1803 has continued to bring forth fruit.



THE PRO\L\XE AXD ISSUES OF PHILOSOPHY:

PROFESSOR DEWEY'S VIEWS

BY VICTOR S. YARROS

HAAHXG dealt in a previous brief paper with Professor John

Dewey's idea of method in philosophy, and having found his

position on that initial question unassailable, we now turn to the

equallv fundamental question of the mission, province and particu-

lar business of philosophy.

Granted that philosophers have no private access to truth, no spe-

cial revelations, and are forced to adopt the empirical methods of

science, and never for a moment lose sight of their dependence upon

experience, the question unavoidably arises, what does a rational,

scientific pliilosophy do with its empirical method—what problems

does it attack, what field of human need, interest and activity does

it seek to occupy and govern ?

In the \olume under consideration. Experience and Nature, curi-

ously enough, no distinct chapter or part of a chapter is devoted to a

direct discussion of this paramount question. \\^e have to frame

Professor Dewey's answer thereto after carefully studying sundry

observations and expressions in chapters in which older philosophies

are characterized and in the final chapter on "existence and value."

The la^^k of systematic and direct treatment of the question we
have posited makes the task undertaken rather difficult. P)Ut we
hope to understand Professor Dewey's views and do them full jus-

tice before \enturing a few words of criticism.

Let us. then, quote the more significant and clear utterances in

the volume on the subject of this paper:

"Philosophy is inherently criticism, having its distinctive posi-

tion among various modes of criticism in its generality : a criticism

of criticism, as it were. Criticism is discriminating judgment, care-

ful appraisal, and judgment is .-.ppropriately termed criticism where
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ever the subject-matter of discrimination concerns goods or values."

Criticism is not, Professor Dewey says further on. necessarily

formal, technical, academic. We are all naturally critics ; we coni •

pare, analyze, test, classify and judge. We say, for example, that

this book is original and that book devoid of originality ; that this

musical composition is melodious and pleasing, and that other com-

position empty, dry and tedious. We say this woman is beautiful

and charming, and that other woman plain and cold in manner. We
praise one sermon and rail at another. We admire one building and

remain indifferent to another. All these are instances of appraisal,

or of criticism. The man of science criticizes, and so does the man
on the street. When Professor Dewey tells us that philosophy is

inherently criticism, or a criticism of criticisms, we are, therefore,

led to ask Iwo questions. JVJiat does philosophy criticize, and what

is meant by criticizing criticism? To criticize critics is not merely

to disagree with them ; it is, often, to take e>:ception to their logical

processes. If philosophy criticizes all other criticisms, then it must

be omniscient. It must know everything and challenges premises

:

or, if it makes no claim to universal knowledge, it must simply chal-

lenge the reasoning and the methods of the other critics.

For further light we go back to the volume and to more ques-

tions :

"Philosophy is and can be nothing but this critical operation and

function become aware of itself and its implications, pursued de-

liberately and systematically. It starts from actual situations of

belief, conduct and appreciative perception which are characterized

by immediate qualities of good and bad, and from the modes of

critical judgment current at any given time in all the regions of

value; these are its data, its subject-matter. These values, criticisms

and critical methods it subjects to further criticism as comprehen-

sive and consistent as possible. The function is to regulate the fur-

ther appreciation of goods and bads : to give greater freedom and

security in those acts of direct selection, appropriation, identifica-

tion and rejection, elimination and destruction, which enstate and

which exclude objects of belief, conduct and contemplation."

At this point a few concrete illustrations would be highly desir-

able. Let us take two. There is the anti-child labor amendment to

the federal constitution. Many consider it necessary, just, and pro-

gressive. Others repudiate it as reactionary, dangerous, destructive

and vicious. What does the empirical philosopher think and how

does he reach his conclusions? Let us assume that all philosophers
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agree in favoring-—or in depreciating—the amendment : why should

the non-philosopher bow to their judgment, unanimous though it

be? And if the philosophers themselves fall out, as is generally the

case, what becomes of the function of philosophy, the criticism of

criticism, and of its authority?

Or take ultra-modern music. Is it legitimate or not? Has it a

future, or will it join other fads and whimsical experiments? Does

Igor .Stravinsky write music, or something totally different from

what for centuries musicians, critics and audiences have called music

and have enjoyed under that name? Now, the music critics, the

specialists, are divided with regard to these matters. The lay lover

of music would be grateful for a criticism of the criticisms, for an

authoritative judgment. Can the philosopher give him that judg-

ment^ If he can, why can he, and what makes him an authority?

If he cannot, then the field of musical criticism is closed to him.

Whence that exception, and how can we be sure that there are not

other exceptions—so many, indeed, as to overthrow the alleged rule?

But let us continue sincerely and hopefully to follow Professor

Dewey's exposition. To quote again:

"Philosophy has no stock of information or body of knowledge

peculiarly its own : if it does not always become ridiculous when it

sets up as a rival of science, it is only because a particular philoso-

pher happens to be also, as a human being, a prophetic man of sci-

ence. Its business is to accept and to utilize for a purpose the best

available knowledge of its own time and place. And this purpose

is criticism of beliefs, institutions, customs, policies with respect to

their bearing upon the good. fXot, however, tlic good, something

attained, formulated : philosophy accepts the good it finds diffused

in human experience. "It has the authority of intelligence, of criti-

cism of these common and natural goods." but no other possible

claim to authority.

Again we pause to ask zt'liat it is that makes the philosopher the

super-critic and the wise judge of institutions, customs, beliefs and

policies ; and why the men of science, as well as the lay public, should

regard him as the ultimate court of appeal. And again we are com-
pelled to declare that the quotations fail to furnish satisfactory

answers.

A few more paragraphs from the final chapter of the volume
should, nevertheless, be added. Xo doubt should be left in any can-

did mind i,s to Professor Dewey's definition and characterization of

philosophy.
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''Over-specialization and division of interests, occupations and

goods create the need for a generalized medium of intercommunica-

tion, of mutual criticism through all-around translation from one

separated region of experience into another. Thus philosophy as a

critical organ becomes in efifect a messenger, a liaison officer, making

reciprocally intelligible voices speaking provincial tongues, and

thereby enlarging as well as rectifying the meanings with which

they are charged."

"Nothing but the best, the richest and fullest experience possible

is good enough for man. The attainment of such an experience is

not to be conceived as the specific problem of 'reformers,' but as the

common purpose of men. The contribution which philosophy can

make to this common aim is criticism."

"Onlv in verbal form is there anything novel in this conception

nf philosoohv. It is a version of the old saying that philosophy is

love of wisdom, of wisdom which is not knowledge and which never-

theless cannot be without knowledge. The need of an organon of

criticism which uses knowledge of relations among events to appraise

the casual, immediate goods that obtain among men is not a fact of

philosophv, but of nature and life."

Philosophy is "criticism in the grand manner." or "a critical

methods of developing methods of criticism," in fine.

Professor Dewey's claims may seem wildly extravagant, but we
must not forget his all-important admission, noted in a previous

paper, that, at bottom, philosophy is a branch of ethics. The phil-

osopher, we are to understand, therefore, as a liaison officer, inter-

preter and generalizer, does not pretend to be qualified to settle

fjuestions of physics or metaphysics, or astronomy, or chemistry, or

psvchology. or biology. Tn all these and other regions he is bound

to follow the specialists. It is only in what we call the social and

moral sciences— ethics, economics, politics, history—that the philoso-

pher, because of his breadth of view, his love and cultivation of wis-

dom, his svmpathy with humanity, his searching yet comprehensive

studies, is able to clarify, reconcile, interpret, and "render goods

more coherent more secure and more significant in appreciation."

To illustrate : We cannot ask the empirical philosopher to decide

whether Mars is inhabited or not ; whether the theory of Relativity

is sound ; whether acquired characters are inherited or not : whether

the latest notion of the structure of the atom is likely to prove final

;

whether the use of cooked food is responsible for cancer. These

are scientific questions, and no "criticism in the grand manner" can
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advance their solution. Rut it is the fiuiction and mission of the

philosopher to detect and expose "deficiencies and corruptions in the

scheme and distribution of values that obtain at any period." This.

we presume, means that we 1110y legitimately ask the philosopher to

pass authoritative criticisms upon such ''goods" or values as pro-

hibition, the surtax on incomes, the protective taritT, the rules of the

United States Senate, the Court of International Justice, the Geneva

protocol, the League of Nations, the wage system, the injunction in

labor disputes, the Dawes reparations program, the Russian soviet-

communist system of government, jury duty for women, a national

department of education, preparedness for the next war. the quota

immigration law. the discrimination against non-Nordics, the Ku-

Klux Klan. and a thousand other questions of like nature. Though

the philosopher is not a professional reformer, he is and should be

a lover of justice and reason, of the things which make for the full-

est and richest experience and for abundance of living for all men.

Tf this be Professor Dewev's view of philosophy, it is. of course

a most revolutionary one. Tt abolishes philosophy in the sense given

that term, avowedly or tacitlw l)v all other schools of philosophy,

ancient and modern. But. before such a view can be accepted, many
obscure points will have to be cleared up. Professor Dewey is can-

did enough to say that his conception "also waits to be tried." and

that "the trial which shall approve or condemn it lies in the essential

issue." But it is to be feared that the "essential issue" is too remote

and uncertain. Indeed, it may never come, or be identified if it

should come. Hiunanitv is not static ; it is never without moral

problems; it cannot hope for the elimination of evil and maladjust-

ment. To appeal to the eventual issue is to make scientific tests and

trials impossible in this case.

Besides, what is the teaching of history in respect of the efforts

of even the greatest philosophers to act as liaison officers, speak to

the specialists in a sort of universal tongue, and criticize in a grand

manner?

There was Plato, assuredly a great philosopher and a wise man.

ITe could not rid himself of the belief in slavery; some of the goods

or values of his time were decidedly doubtful and poorly distributed
;

and his philosophy, save so far as it was abstract, suffered from the

same limitations. ^Marcus .\urelius was a philosopher, and his doc-

trines were noble, yet he attended the inhuman gladiatorial contests,

never uttered a word against them and appears to have enjoyed

them as much as the vulgar herd did.
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August Comte, to come down to modern times, was a great phil-

osopher, yet he proposed a bizarre substitute for Catholicism and

tried to found a religion of Humanity ! Humanity has been guilty

of many things, but not of self-worship ; it knows its own limita-

tions too well for that crowning absurdity. The philosopher in this

case is scarcely remembered for his performances as liaison officer

and critic in the grand manner.

Herbert Spencer was a great generalizer and original thinker.

Indeed, he proposed a philosophy based synthetically on all the sci-

ences, and, like Professor Dewey, claimed the role of guide, critic

and prophet for the philosopher; but, in his political, economic and

social ideas Spencer was a prejudiced, most limited middle-class

Englishman. He convinced himself that his opposition to free

schools, free libraries, trade unions, land reforms, and like matters,

followed with irresistible logic from certain "first principles," but

very few thinkers of his day were impressed by his deductive reason-

ing in the premises. His vigorous individualism was temperamen-

tal, not logical. His conclusions were often rejected by those who
accepted his premises. He caused bitter controversy, was claimed

by reactionaries, repudiated by liberals, and finally became a pas-

sionate special pleader.

These examples hardly warrant the hopes or expectations of

Professor Dewey in respect of the influence of philosophy on the

improvement, enrichment and distribution of desirable goods

!

And, pray, is there any reason to think that future philosophers

will succeed where present and past philosophers have failed? After

all, what can the philosophers do to achieve, maintain and command
authority ? They can study, ponder, inquire, accumulate knowledge,

draw inferences and deduce propositions. We can all do the same

thing, and it is impossible to determine at what stage or point in

the process of gathering, classifying, digesting and interpreting facts

the mere man of science, or the educated layman, enters the high

rank of philosophers. We cannot certify and license philosophers

;

we cannot create a monopoly of philosophy. Where competition is

free and unlimited, the fittest, indeed, survive, but we have been

warned again and again by evolutionists not to confound fitness to

survive under given conditions with superiority or excellence in a

moral sense. The pseudo-philosopher, the pretender, may easily

prevail over the modest, retiring, gentle, wise philosopher who scorns

the tricks of the market.
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Professor Dewey speaks of the pernicious and demoralizing in-

fluence on thought of caste, class, party, self-interest, vested privi-

lege, institutionalized movement, outworn tradition. All these ob-

stacles to progress, to an abundant life for all. to justice and beauty

in human conduct, are terribly real and at times all but unconquer-

able. But how is the philosopher to overcome them? He has, we
have seen, no special weapons, no peculiar means. Bias, dogma,

egotism, pride, and vanity we shall always have with us in social

concerns, and we must learn to avoid errors by painful experience,

from our trials, failures and successes. There is no short philo-

sophic cut to Utopia.

We are driven to conclude that Professor Dewey's conception of

philosophy will seem to many well-nigh fatal. Mr. Bertrand Rus-

sell perceives this, and has no hesitation in admitting, or affirming'

rather, that philosophy, if it is to live and serve at all, must have a

distinct province of its own, and must consist of propositions which

could not occur to the other sciences, or be either proved or dis-

proved by them. Professor Dewey refers to some of Mr. Russell's

philosophic views, but. strangely enough, does not challenge or criti-

cize his conception of the function and province of philosophy. We
have a right to ask Professor Dewey to note and comment upon

the objections of such thinkers as Professor Russell to his definition

of philosophy, as well as to reassure inquiring and wisdom-loving

laymen—to whose class the present writer belongs—concerning the

future of a philosophy reduced to the position of a branch of ethical

science—a science notoriously inexact—and dependent on the prop-

ositions and conclusions of the other sciences. Persistent failure to

answer objections and offer explanations demanded in good faith

by serious students of the evolution of philosophy on an issue so

central and crucial as that under discussion here—namely, the field,

business and function of philosophy—could not fail to beget misgiv-

ings, misconstruction and even ironical or flippant attacks on philos-

ophy as such.

Nature. Man and Society in Doctor Dewey's System

We have examined and criticized Professor John Dewey's views

of the right or only possible method in philosophy and of the func-

tion and province of the sort of knowledge and formulated thought
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called })hilosiipliv. Let us now. bearing in mind Professor Dewey's

definitions and pivotal conceptions, turn to his discussion of other

important questions in the volume under consideration, entitled

Experience and Nature. Let us for the moment lay aside all objec-

tions to his startling and revolutionary—not to say destructive—idea

of the essential business of philosophy. Granted, for the sake of the

argument, that philosophy is "criticism of criticism," synthetic guid-

ance in the wilderness of human life, an effort to correct, complete

and improve ethical values, as well as to secure a wider and fairer

distribution of desired and desirable goods ; granting all this, we are

led to ask what Professor Dewey thinks of man, society, nature, cos-

mic law. and the ethical process within that law.

It is evident that these are extremely interesting topics from any

philosophical, or metaphysical, or religious, or moral point of view.

It is perhaps equally evident that one may accept every proposition

advanced by Doctor Dewey in respect of the subjects just mentioned

while rejecting his conception of the mission and domain of phil-

osophy.

We may begin with Professor Dewey's description of "exist-

ence." or of the nature of the existential world in which we live. We
must look at the facts and events without preconceived notions, says

the author, and forget theories of pessimism and optimism. What,

if we look around us, do we see ? To quote the answer

:

"Man finds himself living in an aleatory world ; his existence, to

put it baldly, involves a gamble. The world is a scene of risk ; it is

uncertain, unstable, uncannily unstable. Its dangers are irregular,

inconstant, sporadic, episodic. . . . Plague, famine, failure of crops,

disease, death, defeat in battle, are always just around the corner,

and so are abundance, strength, victory, festival and song. . . . The

sacred and the accursed are potentialities of the same situation ; ana

there is no category of things which has not embodied the sacred

and accursed—persons, words, places, times, directions, stones,

winds, animals, stars. . . .

"Alan fears because he exists in a fearful and awful world. The

world is precarious and perilous. Despite science and art. technique

and fancy," the fundamentally hazardous character of the world is

not seriously modified, much less eliminated.

"We live in a world which is an impressive and irresistible mix-

ture of sufificiencies, tight completeness, order, recurrences which

make possible prediction and control, and singularities, ambiguities,

uncertain possibilities, processes going on to consequences as yet
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indeterminate. They are mixed not mechanically but vitally, like

the wheat and tares of the parable. . . . Qualities have defects as

necessary conditions of their excellences ; the instrumentalities of

truth are the causes of error; change gives meaning to permanence

and recurrence makes novelty possible."

Well, into this sort of world man is born. The facts and events

bewilder nini ; he tries to understand and interpret : his early ideas

are childish and shallow, and we call them superstitions. But error

can be corrected only by experience, by more facts and more knowl-

edge. "Man is naturally philosophic." says Professor Dewey, rather

than coldly scientific, and he soon learns to form what we call sub-

jective judgments—ideas of value, utility, good, evil and danger.

"Man naturally prized knowledge only for the sake of its bearing

upon success and failure in attaining goods and avoiding evils." Man
has always needed knowledge and wisdom, instinct being insufficient

in his case. .\nd he needs knowledge today, because it is "just this

predicament of the inextricable mixture of stability and certainty,"

of order and progress, of truth and error, of ugliness and beauty,

that "gives rise to philosophy."

It is arbitrary and futile to talk of absolutes, of realities behind

appearances, of fixed and eternal standards. Man must not quarrel

with nature, or impute to it his own ideas. He is bound to study

nature of Avhich he is part, and to whose terms and conditions he

must conform if he cares to live and enjoy comfort and leisure. To
conform to nature is not, of course, to acquiesce passively and

meekly in existing arrangements. Man can modify natural condi-

tions to a certain extent, and he even thinks at times that he is supe-

rior to nature or better than nature. This for a time is a natural

enough delusion, but it is a delusion. When man stops to ask him-

self candidly what his relation to nature is, what is his answer likely

to be? Professor Dewey says:

"It goes without saying that man begins as a part of phvsical and

animal nature. In as far as he reacts to physical things on a strictly

physical level, he is pulled and pushed about, overwhelmed, broken

to pieces, lifted on the crest of the wave of things, like anything

else. His contacts, his sufiferings and doings, are matters of direct

interaction only. He is in a state of nature." As an animal, even

upon the brute level, he manages to subordinate some phvsical things

to his needs, converting them into materials sustaining life and

growth."
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But of course, humanity long ago graduated from the "state of

nature" and obedience to bhnd appetite. It has ideas, knowledge,

art, moral systems ; it reflects and exercises choice. It restrains

appetite, sublimates, and subordinates some desires or goods to other

desires or goods. Still, Professor Dewey admonishes us as follows

:

"It is the part of wisdom to recognize how sparse and insecure

are such accomplishments in comparison with experience in which

physical and animal nature largely have their way. Our liberal and

rich ideas, our adequate appreciations, due to productive art, are

hemmed in by an unconquered domain in which we are everywhere

exposed to the incidence of unknown forces and hurried fatally to

unforeseen consequences. Here indeed we live serviley, menially,

mechanically ; and we so live as much when forces blindly lead us

to ends that are liked as when we are caught in conditions and ends

against which we blindly rebel."

What, then, are we to do? The answer is, We must use our

intelligence and our reason more and far more effectively than we
are doing even in our comparative advanced stage of civilization.

"Fidelity to the nature to which we belong as parts, however weak,

demands that we cherish our desires and ideas till we have converted

them into intelligence, revised them in terms of the ways and means

which nature makes possible." The best in us is as natural as the

worst : ideals are as natural as facts ; visions of beauty as perceptions

of ugliness. "The striving of man for objects of imagination is a

continuation of natural processes ; it is something man has learned

from the world in which he occurs, not something he arbitrarily in-

jects into the world. When he adds perception and ideas to these

endeavors, it is not after all he who adds ; the addition is again the

doing of nature and a further complication of its own domain. To
act, to enjoy, and suffer, in consequence of action ; to reflect, to dis-

criminate and make differences in what had been but gross and

homogeneous good and evil, according to what inquiry reveals of

causes and effects ; to act upon what has been learned, thereby to

plunge into new and unconsidered predicaments ; to test and revise

what has been learned ; to engage in new good and evils, is human

—

the course which manifests the course of nature."

Man must not magnify his importance in nature, but neither

should he belittle himself and his powers. "When he perceives

clearly and adequately that he is within nature, a part of its inter-

actions, he sees that the line to be drawn is not between action and

thought, or action and appreciation, but between blind, slavish, mean-
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ingless action, and action that is free, significant, directed and re-

sponsible."

To repeal, we must make better use of our intelligence. To quote

again

:

''Because intelligence is critical method applied to goods of belief,

appreciation and conduct, so as to construct freer and more secure

goods, turning assent and assertion into free commimication of

parable meanings, turning feeling into ordered and liberal sense,

turning reaction into response, it is the reasonable object of our

deepest faith and loyalty, the stay and support of all reasonable

hopes."

But while urging the conscientious use of intelligence. Professor

Dewey warns us repeatedly against millennial expectations or

romantic illusions. He is no Utopian. PTe calmly and simply points

to the choice which lies before us. On the one hand, "authority,

imitation, caprice, ignorance, passion and prejudice" ; on the other,

the method of intelligent criticism and comparison, of thoughtful

valuation, of the use of science and the art of thinking, of the union

of knowledge and ethical values in the process of production.

What is the situation today: what sort of civilization is ours?

Doctor Dewey answers: Beliefs are too often determined bv passion,

class-interest, routine, tradition and authority : in morals, as m
esthetics, there is almost hopeless confusion : culture is esoteric and

religion alien and supernatural : goods are unequally distributed, and

criticisms of the mjustices in societv is a monopolv of professional

reformers. The work of scientific criticism is done poorly, if at all.

and humanity lacks leadership and educational opportunity.

Two final quotations on the function of reason and the social

and ethical effects of the ap])lication of intelligence to the problems

of life:

"Till tlie art of achieving adt:quate and liberal perceptions of the

meaning of events is incarnate in education, morals and industry,

science will remain a special luxury for the few : for the mass it

will consist of a remote and abstruse bodv of curious propositions

having little to do with life, except where it lays the heavy hand of

law upon spontaneity, and invokes necessity and mechanism to wit-

ness against generous and free aspiration."

When an art of thinking as appropriate to human and social

affairs has grown up as that used in dealing with distant stars, it

will not be necessary to argue that science is one among the arts and

among the works of art. It will be enough to point to observable
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situations. The separation of science from art. and the division of

arts into those concerned with mere means and those concerned with

ends in themselves, is a mask for lack of conjunction between power

and the goods of life."

Professor Dewey demands, then, that philosophy shall do ii:>

part in effecting the conjunction now lacking, freeing thought, liber-

ating energy, improving the means of social communication and har-

monizing the interests of so-called individuals with those of the

body social and politics. It is of course impossible not to second this

demand, not to share this aspiration even though we may find Pro-

fessor Dewey's conception of philosophy unsatisfactory and arbi-

trary. It should be added that every enlightened and progressive

person, whether philosopher, scientist, professional man. employer,

wage worker, or artist is bound, along with the school of philosophy

ably represented by Professor Dewey, to work actively, in his or

her own sphere, for the noble ends just indicated.

In a final paper, we shall deal with the major metaphysical, psy-

chological and logical propositions in Professor Dewey's important

work.



A CREED AND A PRAYER

BY WALTER B. LYDENBERG

In what do I believe?

In strength? In such as T have.

In weahh? As I can use it.

In fame ' It is pride.

In enjoyment? As it is g'iven to me.

In philosophy? It has taught me nothing.

In science? It is but knowledge.

In kno.^ ledge? In what I know.

In the world ? As I know it, as I feel it, as I am in touch with it.

In death ? It will come.

In life^ It can not die. .

In my self?" In my self.

I, only I, am ; all else is I.

Matter is not matter. It is electrons, energy, electricity.

It is in space; but space when? It is in time: but time where?

It is intmitely divisible; but it can not be that. It is infinitely

extensible ; but it can not be that.

Energy is electrons. All Ir electrons. It is material ; it is imma-

terial. It \s spiritual ; it is physical. It is only as it is known ; and

I only can know it. It exists as such only as I live to make it exist.

AMthout me it does not exist. It is mine.

I am electrons, material and immaterial, spiritual and physical.

What I see. what I touch, what I hear is material, physical

;

what I know, what I feel, what I desire is immaterial, spiritual. I,

only I, am ; and the spiritual, the physical, the material, the immate-

rial, they are I (and they call it soul).

I see, but with eyes only. I touch, but the touch that I touch

with is my touch alone.

I see, but in part only.
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for an eye that can pierce the infinite, a touch that can count

the pulse ol energy's birth! O for a vision beyond the eye!

1 am electrons (they call it energy, desire, ambition, conflict, fear,

hope, faith, love).

for an energy that can reach its goal, a desire that shall desire

no more, an ambition that shall be satisfied, a conflict that shall be

victory, a fear that is ioy, a hope that shall be fed, a faith that is

sure, a love whose encircling arms shall forever endure

!

( ) that I could feel beyond myself, beyond energy

!

1 am energy, desire, ambition, conflict, fear, hope, faith, love;

but insuflicient.

I care not for electrons. They are fictions.

The eyes of man are never satisfied.

I yearn for the fulfilment of the unseen, of the hoped-for, of

my aspirations, for the consummation of my self, of my soul, for the

rock that is higher than I. I am impelled by desire, by electrons,

by the irresistible. I am impelled by my self, my hopes, my long-

ings, my ambitions, my imaginations, my beliefs, my love, my pride,

my soul. Fulfil these, and I am fulfilled.

How manv before me have laid themselves down to sleep!

Who has found the summation of hope, ambition, longing, pride,

love? W'hat heart has satisfied its cravings?

T am one with eternity.

O Eternal One! O My Soul! O Infinite One! O Greater

than Me!
Out of the depths have I cried unto thee. Eternal One. Eternal

One, hear my voice : let thine ears be attentive to the voice of my
supplications.

T wait for the Eternal One. my soul doeth wait, and in His word

do I hope.

My soul waiteth for the Eternal One more than watchmen wait

for the morning.

T cry unto the Eternal One ; I say. Thou are my refuge.

Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light upon my path.

Though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death. I will

fear no evil.

My delight is in the law of the Eternal One : and on His law do

I meditate day and night.
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